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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Music for the Roman Catholic liturgy has recently become an important focus
for parishes in the U.S. and in countries around the world. Over the past 40 years, since
the implementation of the vernacular into the liturgy following Vatican II, music in the
Roman Catholic Church has undergone striking transformations. The work of such
scholars as James M. O’Toole, Philip Gleason, and jointly Dean R. Hoge, William D.
Dinges, Mary Johnson, and Juan L. Gonzales Jr., has brought insight to the subject of
the post-Vatican II liturgy, focusing on the liturgy’s structure, as well as on the roles of
clergy and lay parishioners in the life of the parish and that of the broader society. Some
advancements have been made by scholars such as Arturo J. Pérez and Rufino Zaragoza
in the study of ethnic liturgies in non-English languages. Although the development of
the Roman Catholic liturgy since the Second Vatican Council has been a subject of
interest to many scholars, research has not yet produced an independent study of the
impact of world cultures on music for the Roman Catholic liturgy. This study presents
original research in an area previously somewhat overlooked, focusing on the Church’s
development of ethnically diverse liturgical music through historical, contextual, and
stylistic analysis.
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The variety of music found in the Roman Catholic Church of the United States is
representative of the musical scope of the Church at large (within this document the term
Church refers to the Catholic Church worldwide). A country of ethnic multiplicity and
multiculturalism, the U.S. has become home to Catholics of diverse races and traditions.
Peter C. Phan notes that “the American Catholic Church is constantly reinvigorated and
enriched by a steady stream of new comers” (2000, 19). This makes a study of liturgical
music within the U.S. fruitful in bringing to light the “many ethnic and racial
components in the Catholic tradition” (Carey 1997, 9).
Many factors have influenced and affected the development of music for the
liturgy since the Second Vatican Council of 1962-1965, which opened the door to
musical styles from different cultures through the translation of the liturgy from Latin
into the vernacular languages of countries around the world. The musical developments
which have since occurred within Catholic communities of various ethnicities have
revealed much about each culture and its particular approach to worship. As articulated
by music scholar Antonio C. Hila,
Of all the arts, music is regarded as the most universal in its appeal and
acceptance. This universality, however, does not mean that music is without
individual character. Each country has its own kind of music that embodies the
total experience, the collective consciousness of its people. Music, therefore, is
the collective expression of the musical genius of a particular people. (2003)
Every culture is musical in its own way. Viewed as a unitive whole, these cultures
contribute to the multihued musical landscape of Catholic liturgies across the world.
Before progressing with a study of Catholic liturgical music, it is important to
draw attention to the distinction between the singing of hymns and the singing of
liturgical music. While the congregational singing of hymns has become common within
2

the celebration of the Mass in recent decades, the singing of liturgical prayers has
existed since the establishment of the Roman Catholic Church (Bonds 2006, 28-37).
These prayers, drawn primarily from the Christian scriptures, integrate to form the
Sacred Liturgy, or Mass. A further distinction should be made between liturgical music
in the category of classical art music – which is most often heard in performance settings
– and liturgical music which functions in the day-to-day life of Catholic parishes. The
liturgical music of classical art consists primarily of famed settings for the prayers of the
Mass, such as Johann Sebastian Bach’s Mass in B minor, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s
Requiem, Ludwig van Beethoven’s Missa solemnis, and Anton Bruckner’s Mass in F
minor (Bonds 265-485). Although most Masses of the classical art tradition are the
works of European composers, Mass settings such as Ariel Ramirez’s Misa Criolla –
incorporating traditional Argentinian and Hispano-American regional forms and
rhythms – are fused with ethnic musical styles from non-European cultures (Ramirez
1987). Mass settings within the category of classical art music have been studied
extensively by musicians and scholars over centuries of performance and tradition. In
contrast, parish-level Mass settings, employing significantly simpler compositional
techniques and implemented on a relatively local scale, are not known or utilized beyond
the Roman Catholic community. It is to these liturgical music settings composed for
weekly congregational worship that this study is devoted.
The musical setting of the prayers of the liturgy has been central to Catholic
worship from its earliest times. The act of singing draws communities together in
worship, strengthening a common identity and joining them in praise of their one maker.
A study of Church documents regarding liturgical music explains that “since singing is a
3

communal action, it requires that the faithful let go of individualism and divisions in
order to join in one song of God’s people” (McMahon, Colloton, and Truitt 2009, 19).
Music’s power, through congregational song, to move the mind and spirit of a people
has been recognized throughout Church history (Bonds 2006, 29). Its power necessitates
an implementation which fosters understanding and faith within the Mass. Sacrosanctum
Concilium, the Second Vatican Council’s Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, reads,
“The Church earnestly desires that all the faithful be led to that full, conscious, and
active participation in liturgical celebrations called for by the very nature of the liturgy”
(1963, sec. 14). It is imperative that the purpose and effect of musical settings for the
liturgy be to serve the prayers of the Mass – the prayers of the people. Singing musical
settings of the liturgical prayers which support a deepened understanding of the prayers’
meanings assists in leading the faithful to fuller participation in the liturgy. Their
genuine prayer through music may then inspire and facilitate charitable action among
the people of the Church, as their hearts and minds are turned to serving their God and
one another.
Ellsworth Chandlee, in his study The Liturgical Movement, observed that the
“present century has seen an extraordinary recovery and renewal by the Christian
Church of its worship and the understanding of that worship as central to its life and
work” (1986, 307). This study examines the Roman Catholic Church’s renewal of
worship – an ever-continuing renewal present from its inception – within the context of
its music. The observations contained in this study are grounded by respected research,
including the extensive examination of Vatican and Federal documents, ethnic and
country studies, and authoritative music publications and scores, as well as personal
4

experience. The author has been heavily and consistently involved in music ministries
within the Roman Catholic Church over the past ten years at twelve different parishes in
South Florida, among which a wide variety of ethnic styles are incorporated. Experience
from this music-based work has contributed to the research presented here, along with
attendance at numerous additional parishes, and interviews with music directors, church
musicians, clergy, and parishioners from diverse backgrounds.
The study commences in Chapter 2 with a history and analysis of music for the
pre-Vatican II liturgy in the Latin chant tradition. This is followed in Chapter 3 by a
discussion of the Second Vatican Council’s introduction of vernacular liturgies and their
application in liturgical music. Chapter 4 holds the chief substance of the study,
examining in detail the historical and cultural influences of different ethnicities on music
for their respective vernacular liturgies and analyzing examples of music from each
culture presented. The study concludes with Chapter 5, which contains a closing
discussion of the effects of ethnic musical diversity on the unity of the Church, as well
as a discussion of the growth and directions the multicultural constituents of liturgical
music will experience in the future of the Roman Catholic Church.
Arturo J. Pérez expresses in a liturgical study, “Music’s greatness is that it allows
life’s passion to be felt and embraced. This passion reflected in moments of pain and
pleasure gives heart to the struggle and depth to the prayer. Our music is our strength. It
sings our spirituality” (1994, 393, emphasis added). A study of music for the Roman
Catholic liturgy is instrumental in revealing those ways in which Catholics of different
cultures best express themselves in prayer. Such a study is valuable in addressing the
concerns, voiced by some Roman Catholic parishioners, clergy, and scholars, that
5

changes introduced in the Second Vatican Council have produced a negative effect on
the subsequent development of music for the liturgy (Gleason 1969, xiii). It has been
argued that current vernacular liturgies promote disunity within a Church previously
unified through the sole use of the Latin language. This study, by demonstrating
musically the ways in which culture-specific settings of the liturgy have impacted the
Church community, highlights the benefits of both modern musical developments and of
pre-Vatican II Latin chant tradition. The intent of this study is to enable an
understanding that diversity in Catholic liturgies is not a cause for dissention; rather, it
can preserve authenticity and serve as a vehicle of unity. The diversity of post-Vatican II
musical liturgies is unifying through its inclusion of all peoples and its focus on common
human needs expressed in numerous musical traditions, each tradition directly fulfilling
those needs in a particular community while at the same time remaining an integral part
of the larger tradition of the Roman Catholic liturgy.
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CHAPTER 2
PRE-VATICAN II MUSIC FOR THE ROMAN CATHOLIC LITURGY

Development of the Roman Catholic Liturgy

In order to lend perspective to this study of music for the liturgy of the Roman
Catholic Church, this chapter begins with a discussion of the development of the liturgy
itself. The unfolding of Church history offers a particularly musical context within
which to proceed in the study of its liturgical music.
The faith and tradition of the Catholic Church teaches that the present-day liturgy
of the Roman Catholic Mass stems directly from the worship of the early Christian
Church, as established by Jesus Christ and practiced by Christians following Christ’s
death and resurrection. The Eucharistic Mass was instituted by Christ when he
celebrated the Jewish Passover feast with his disciples the night before his passion and
crucifixion (Bonds 2006, 28). According to Catholic belief, Christians have celebrated
the Mass since the founding of the Catholic Church by the Holy Spirit after Christ’s
ascension into heaven at the beginning of the first century. The Mass differs from a
religious service in that a service – such as the Catholic morning prayer of the divine
office or the recitation of the rosary – is something offered to God by the people. The
Mass, or Holy Sacrifice of the Eucharist, is believed by Catholics to be ministered by
7

God to the people through the sacred scripture and through his servant the priest.
Through the Mass, the people join in communion with Christ (Groeschel 1999, xii-xiii).
With its origins in Judaism, the early Church incorporated many Jewish
traditions into its worship. As a form of prayer, these traditions included the recitation or
singing of psalms and other passages from Holy Scripture. The Jewish tradition of
singing psalms originated from the prayers of the Book of Psalms, found in the old
testament (the Hebrew sacred scriptures and the first collection of books in the Christian
bible). Many of the psalms were composed by King David – of whose lineage,
according to Christian tradition, Christ was born – who sang them as he played the harp.
The theme of song is found throughout the Book of Psalms. Psalm 95 is one example
among many: “Come, let us sing joyfully to the Lord; cry out to the rock of our
salvation. Let us greet him with a song of praise, joyfully sing out our psalms” (Psalm
95:1-2, NAB).
The importance of singing in traditional Jewish worship was carried centrally
into the worship of the Christian people. Early Christians shared the view of Western
and Eastern civilization in their recognition of music’s power to reinforce the meaning
of a text through rhythm and melody. Music was viewed as a powerful art as well as a
science, a reality and virtue that transcended both the audible and visible worlds. Early
settings of sacred words to music were chosen and sung with careful discretion and
devotion. Saint Augustine, bishop of Hippo, North Africa, from 391 to 430, was a very
important theologian and philosopher in the early Church and his teachings are studied
to the present day. He also contributed in a major way to the selection of sacred texts
that form the Christian bible, aiding in a council of the Catholic Church which selected
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those books inspired by the Holy Spirit, in the fourth century (Groeschel 1999, xiv). He
discusses music’s role in Christian worship in his Confessions, an autobiographical
work. Although Augustine clearly had a deep appreciation for music in the liturgy, he
approached this subject with great care:
I realize that when they are sung these sacred words stir my mind to greater
religious fervor and kindle in me a more ardent flame of piety than they would if
they were not sung; and I also know that there are particular modes in song and
in the voice, corresponding to my various emotions and able to stimulate them
because of some mysterious relationship between the two. But I ought not to
allow my mind to be paralyzed by the gratification of my senses, which often
leads it astray… But when I remember the tears that I shed on hearing the songs
of the Church in the early days, soon after I had rediscovered my faith, and when
I realized that nowadays it is not the singing that moves me but the meaning of
the words when they are sung in a clear voice to the most appropriate tune, I
again acknowledge the great value of this practice. (Augustine [397-398] 1961,
238-9)
Augustine concluded, “I waver between the danger that lies in gratifying the senses and
the benefits which, as I know from experience, can accrue from singing” (1961, 238).
Saint Basil, Bishop of Caesarea, living in the 300s and writing slightly earlier than
Augustine, highlighted the benefits of liturgical music which Augustine mentions
(McSorley 1907). Basil favored the singing of the psalms, explaining, “Even a forceful
lesson does not always endure, but what enters the mind with joy and pleasure somehow
becomes more firmly impressed upon it.” For example, he stated that not one of the
people “ever leaves church easily retaining in memory some maxim of either the
Apostles or the Prophets, but they do sing the texts of the Psalms at home and circulate
them in the marketplace” (Basil [ca. 329-379] 1987, 65).
To the Christian people, beauty embodies the lovely truth of God, and over the
ages beauty has been expressed profoundly through music. Music represents harmony
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and order for the soul, giving the soul an orderly model and inviting the spirit to ascend
to the level of the music. Recognizing music’s power to move the minds and souls of the
people, the early Church carefully censored the music which was used within the liturgy.
The intent was that the internalization of the music bring peace and clarity to the souls of
the Christian people. Thus the early Christians, while recognizing music’s power to
project the wrong meaning if used unsuitably, at the same time understood music’s
power to profoundly express the true meaning of a text when words, melody, and
rhythm were integrated with a common intention. There is unity when the voices of
many join as one in spoken prayer, but an even stronger union exists when these voices
sing as one. In this way, music has found a natural place in communal worship. To
varying extents throughout the centuries, Christians from the early years of the Church
until the present day have shared both Saint Basil’s fervor and Saint Augustine’s caution
for music’s place in the liturgy, and have striven to maintain a prayerful balance in
which the music serves the words. This discussion of the appropriate union of music
with words will take a place of primary importance in this study as the development of
music in the Roman Catholic liturgy unfolds.

Development of Gregorian Chant: the Music of the Roman Catholic Liturgy

For Christianity’s first 1,000 years, although musical instruments were
commonly used in the performance of secular music, the Christians people’s concern
that music serve the sacred texts caused them to preserve an exclusively vocal musical
tradition, known as liturgical plainchant. Plainchant has no accompaniment or harmony:
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it is simply a melodic line. During the time of its early development, plainchant’s
simplicity was not an exception among music of any kind, as Western musical harmony
had not yet been developed. As time progressed and harmony came into practice,
plainchant retained its original monophonic character through its faithful preservation in
Catholic tradition. An immense repertoire of chants was sung throughout this first
millennium, the entire breadth unwritten. The world’s earliest system of musical
notation, of which only slight hints survive, disappeared with Greek antiquity. Yet
musical chant settings of Holy Scripture and the Church’s prayers were treasured by
Christians and handed down orally through the centuries with accuracy and great
devotion. These were preserved and promulgated primarily by consecrated religious
members in monastic communities who chanted the prayers and psalms faithfully each
day. Similar to present-day Catholic communities in contemplative monasteries and
convents, early religious communities were self-sufficient and were composed of men or
women who lived apart from the secular world, in order to devote themselves entirely to
the worship and service of God through the Church. During the severe hardships of
medieval life, religious communities such as the Benedictines, Dominicans, Franciscans,
and Carmelites lived vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience. Along with a wealth of
learning including philosophy, medicine, and mathematics, they cultivated the practice
of liturgical song (Bonds 2006, 20).
The liturgy of the early Christian Church was very diverse with regard to both
music and form for its first 600 years. By the 7th century, a number of different rites
were established throughout the Western world, with each rite possessing its own liturgy
and chant repertoire. The most prevalent rites were the Roman (also known as
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Gregorian), Gallican, Ambrosian, and Mozarabic or Visigothic. The liturgy of the
Roman rite, which is the focus of this study, became the most widely practiced Catholic
liturgy worldwide after the 7th century and has continued as such to the present day. The
Roman liturgy’s widespread practice was promoted beginning in the 7th century by
consecutive popes – the bishops of Rome and leaders of the Western Church – but most
importantly by the secular ruler Charlemagne, who was crowned emperor of the Holy
Roman Empire in 800. Charlemagne’s desire to standardize the forms of Christian
worship was part of his effort to strengthen Rome as the central authority of the West.
He knew that the unification of liturgical worship, and especially liturgical music, would
help to unify the widespread Roman Empire. Thus the liturgy of the Roman rite was
established as the primary and most prevalent form of Christian worship and – most
significant to this study – its repertory of liturgical chant was sung throughout the
Western world (Bonds 2006, 29-34).
The liturgical chant repertoire specific to the Roman rite (an example of which is
studied in detail later in this chapter) is in the Latin language and has long been known
as Gregorian chant. This centuries-old chant repertoire developed within the early united
Christian Church – prior to the separation of the Eastern Church from Rome – and thus
is distinctive in nature, being “the only music that has no other association than its role
in Christian worship” (Smith 2006, 51). Its name first became common in the late 9th
century, when the widespread and legendary attribution of this chant repertoire to Saint
Gregory the Great was established. Saint Gregory, who led the Catholic people as Pope
from 590 to 604, contributed significantly to the extensive use of the Roman liturgy. His
leading role in bringing order to the chants of the Roman liturgy eventually resulted in
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these chants adopting his name (Bonds 2006, 30). Gregorian chant would remain the
universal music of the Roman Catholic liturgy for the next 1,100 years – until the
exclusive use of Latin was supplanted by the inclusion of vernacular liturgies in the
Second Vatican Council, as discussed in chapter three.

Structure and Components of the Music of the Roman Catholic Liturgy

The liturgy of the Roman Catholic Mass has remained the same in order of
celebration and meaning across languages, continents, and centuries. Musical settings of
sacred texts and prayers of the Roman Catholic liturgy arose as an expression of
devotion during particular points in the Mass. The Mass has incorporated sung prayer
(chant) since its earliest days. The prayers of the Mass, which can now be spoken or
sung, have most often been sung throughout the Church’s history, especially on Sundays
and special feasts. The Church’s liturgical prayers form two categories: the Mass
Ordinary, which consists of those prayers said or sung unvaryingly at every Mass
throughout the liturgical year, and the Proper, which contains elements corresponding to
certain seasons, weeks, or feast days (Bonds 2006, 36). Throughout the course of this
study, four prayers of the Mass Ordinary that have been most often set to music will be
examined: the Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei. Prior to the Second Vatican
Council, the Credo (a profession of faith) was also set to music, but is now done only
rarely. The final words of the Mass Ordinary, the Ite missa est, were also chanted in preVatican II Mass settings, and are now sometimes chanted, but most commonly spoken.
Because they so rarely occur in post-Vatican II musical settings for the liturgy, the
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Credo and Ite missa est will not be presented in this study. Three more components,
whose translations will likewise not be examined in this document, complete the Mass
Ordinary; these have commonly been spoken in Catholic tradition in both pre- and postVatican II liturgies: the Offertory Prayers, the Canon, and the Lord’s Prayer. In chapter
four of this thesis the four prayers mentioned above – the Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, and
Agnus Dei – will be examined in a wide diversity of settings and referred to by their
Greek and Latin titles, consistent with the tradition of the Church. Their texts, taken
from passages of Holy Scripture, have been set to music through the ages and form the
basis of this study. For the purposes of this study, the texts of these four parts of the
Roman Mass Ordinary are presented in the following figures both in the original Latin
and in a direct English translation.

Kyrie
______________________________________________________________________
Kyrie eleison.
Lord, have mercy.
Christe eleison.
Christ, have mercy.
Kyrie eleison.
Lord, have mercy.
______________________________________________________________________
Figure 1. Kyrie translation.

The Kyrie (Figure 1) is a supplication for the Lord’s mercy to each of the three
divine persons in the Trinity: the first supplication addresses God the Father, the second
God the Son, and the third God the Holy Spirit. When the Mass has begun, the people
ask God to have mercy on them for their failings and to grant them forgiveness.
Throughout sacred scripture, in the old and new testaments, this plea for and great belief
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in the Lord’s mercy is found. Some occurrences of the phrase, “Lord, have mercy” are
found in Psalm 6:2 and 31:9, and in the Gospel of Matthew 15:22, 17:15, and 20:30. The
text of this prayer is distinctive in that it is actually not Latin. From the days of the very
early Church, the ancient Greek words “Kyrie Eleison” have been prayed in Eastern rites
as a congregational response during litanies chanted by the deacon. These words were
adopted into the Western Roman rite in approximately the fifth century, replacing
previous Latin exclamations voiced at this point in the liturgy (such as “Miserere
Domine”). The additional exclamation of “Christe Eleison” was concurrently added into
the Roman rite (Fortescue 1910). Since this time, the Kyrie has been said and sung in
ancient Greek, with the addition of vernacular translations in the mid-1960s.
The second prayer of the four presented here, the Gloria (Figure 2), is the
Church’s greatest hymn of praise. It offers honor, glory, and thanksgiving to the Blessed
Trinity (Latin-English Booklet Missal 2006, 17). The first words of this prayer are the
scriptural words of the Gospel of Luke 2:14 – those of the angels announcing Christ’s
birth in Bethlehem. The lines which follow in the prayer of the Gloria echo the praises
of angles to God in the Book of Revelation 15:3-4.
The Sanctus (Figure 3) is sung or said during the Eucharistic prayer before the
bread and wine are consecrated. The beginning of this prayer is the only part of the Mass
taken directly from Jewish liturgy: in Hebrew, “kadosh, kadosh, kadosh.” It is the hymn
of the angels, or “Trisagion,” meaning thrice holy. The first words are taken from Isaiah
6:3 – “‘Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts!’ they [the seraphim] cried one to the other.
‘All the earth is filled with His glory!’” The prayer’s second section is taken from Psalm
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Gloria
______________________________________________________________________
Gloria in excelsis Deo.
Et in terra pax hominibus
bonae voluntatis.
Laudamus te.
Benedicimus te.
Adoramus te.
Glorificamus te.
Gratiam agimus tibi
propter magnum gloriam tuam
Domine Deus, Rex coelestis.
Deus Pater omnipotens.

Glory to God in the highest.
And on earth peace to
people of good will.
We praise You.
We bless You.
We worship You.
We glorify You.
We give thanks to You
for thy great glory,
Lord God, heavenly King.
God the father almighty.

Domine Fili unigenite,
Jesu Christe.
Domine Deus, Agnus Dei,
Filius Patris
Qui tollis peccata mundi,
miserere nobis
Qui tollis peccata mundi,
suscipe deprecationem nostrum.
Qui sedes ad dexteram Patris
Miserere nobis.

O Lord, the only begotten Son,
Jesus Christ.
Lord God, Lamb of God,
Son of the Father
Who takest away the sins of the world
have mercy upon us.
Who takest away the sins of the world
receive our prayer.
Who sittest at the right hand of the Father,
have mercy upon us.

Quoniam tu solus sanctus.
For thou only art holy.
Tu solus Dominus.
Thou only art the Lord.
Tu solus altissimus, Jesu Christe.
Thou only art most high, Jesus Christ.
Cum Sancto Spiritu,
With the Holy Spirit,
in gloria Dei Patris.
in the glory of God the Father.
Amen.
Amen.
______________________________________________________________________
Figure 2. Gloria translation.

117:26: “Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord,” and from the Gospel of
Matthew, 21.9: “…Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord; hosanna in the
highest” (Latin-English Booklet Missal 2006, 29). These are the acclamations of honor
and praise sung by the Hebrew people when Christ entered Jerusalem on Palm Sunday,
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where he would suffer for their salvation (Roman Catholic Sunday Missal Booklet 2007,
27).

Sanctus
______________________________________________________________________
Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus
Holy, holy holy,
Dominus Deus Sabaoth.
Lord God of hosts.
Pleni sunt caeli et
Heaven and earth are
terra gloria tua:
full of thy glory.
Hosanna in excelsis.
Hosanna in the highest.
Benedictus qui venit
Blessed is he that cometh
in nomine Domini:
in the name of the Lord.
Hosanna in excelsis.
Hosanna in the highest.
______________________________________________________________________
Figure 3. Sanctus translation.

The Agnus Dei (Figure 4), a prayer for peace, is sung or said during the breaking
of the bread. The words are those of Saint John the Baptist, the cousin of Jesus Christ
and the prophet who proclaimed the coming of the Messiah to the Jewish people, from
the Gospel of John 1:36 (Hahn 1999, 56). In the old Jewish law, sins were atoned for
ceremonially by the blood of an unblemished lamb. In the new law of the Christian
people, Christ – the heavenly Lamb – endured suffering and death with gentleness,
giving his life to take away the sins of the world (Latin-English Booklet Missal 2006,
41). Saint John the Apostle also speaks of Jesus as the Lamb who was slain, who by his
blood ransomed men for God, in the book of Revelation 5:9 (Hahn 1999, 76).
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Agnus Dei
______________________________________________________________________
Agnus Dei,
Lamb of God,
qui tollis peccata mundi,
who takest away the sins of the world,
miserere nobis.
have mercy on us.
Agnus Dei,
Lamb of God,
qui tollis peccata mundi,
who takest away the sins of the world,
miserere nobis.
have mercy on us.
Agnus Dei,
Lamb of God,
qui tollis peccata mundi,
who takest away the sins of the world,
dona nobis pacem.
grant us peace.
_______________________________________________________________________
Figure 4. Agnus Dei translation.

An Examination of Musical Selections from a Pre-Vatican II Latin Mass Setting

Worship through Gregorian chant begins with the belief that music itself begins
in silence. Silent recollection was integral to the prayer of the Mass in the early Christian
Church, promoting an awareness of the presence of God. While music is often thought
of as a performing art, sacred music has its roots in the practices of silence and of
listening. The Church teaches that listening to silence and to chant, as well as
participating in singing the chants, can draw the soul into the liturgy. In this way, among
others, Gregorian chant is a highly unique form of art and worship. It is an
unambiguously religious style of singing, for it has certain qualities strongly associated
with the concept of eternity. In a metric hymn, which sets measured and rhyming verses
of poetry, the passage of time is regular. In plainchant, the passage of time is irregular,
eliciting a sense of the eternal. The ever-evolving nature of chant melodies also lends
them a sense of seeking, of striving toward something beyond the words and melodies
themselves (Mahrt 2011).
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Gregorian chant expresses through music the meaning of a text and a close
connection with the divine. Its flowing, fluctuating style represents the grammar of
speech by closely following the text. This can be seen clearly through a knowledgeable
reading of chant notation. The Benedictine monks of the Abbey of Saint Peter of
Solesmes, France, developed a method of chanting and notation in the late nineteenth
century which simplified the notation preserved from the medieval era, while still
remaining true to the chant’s original elements and style of notation. Although
Gregorian chant today is often reproduced using modern musical notation, the chant
selections presented in this chapter are written using Solesmes notation, for the manner
of singing and worship inherent to these chants is most fully expressed through
traditional chant notation. As can be seen from this notation, the rhythm of Gregorian
chant is very pliant, with the melody alternating freely between groups of two or three
notes. This allows for the very clear and expressive projection of a text. Notice in the
following figures (numbers 5 through 8) that the bar is given in varying lengths
throughout a given chant. The quarter bar and half bar indicate a slight pause, where a
quick breath may be taken by shortening the value of the note just before the bar. These
correspond to the effect of a comma in the text of the chant. The full bar indicates a
pause at the end of a melodic phrase or sentence. The double bar indicates the
conclusion of a section of the chant, or of the chant in its entirety (Basilian Fathers 1958,
vii).
In chant settings for the Ordinary of the Mass (including the four prayers of the
Mass Ordinary discussed in this study), three categories of plainchant style exist:
syllabic, neumatic, and melismatic. A single chant may incorporate from just one to all
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three of these styles. Syllabic chant gives a single note to each syllable of text. Neumatic
chant embellishes this first style slightly by giving two-to-six notes to each syllable, and
melismatic chant can give very lengthy melodies to a single syllable of text (Bonds
2006, 38). The length and meaning of the text being set to music determines which style
of chant will be used. Long texts are set syllabically, enabling a scripture reading or
prayer to fit within a given amount of time, and allowing listeners to follow the meaning
of the text as it unfolds. Very brief texts, in comparison, are usually sung to melismas,
allowing the listeners or singers to meditate upon the words and express their meaning
deeply.
A great number of musical settings have existed for the Roman Catholic Latin
Liturgy since emergence of plainchant. The setting presented in Figures 5 through 8 was
selected because of its common usage in both pre- and post-Vatican II celebrations of
the Latin Tridentine (traditional Roman rite) Mass. As the Roman Catholic treasury of
chant settings is codified using Roman numerals, this particular setting is designated as
Mass VIII, the Missa De Angelis. Each chant, like all medieval music, is composed in
one of eight modes (scales) in use during the Middle Ages and now referred to as the
church modes. The Missa De Angelis Kyrie and Gloria (Figures 5 and 6) are in mode V,
and the Sanctus and Agnus Dei (Figures 7 and 8) are in mode VI.
The text of the Kyrie is one of the briefest prayers of the Mass, and so is often set
as a melismatic chant. As can be seen in Figure 5, the single word Kyrie (“Lord”) is
given a long string of neumes – notes used in chant notation – and neume combinations
containing a number of pitches. Each time an invocation is sung by the priest or cantor,
it is repeated by the people. Each subsequent invocation (“Lord – Christ – Lord”)
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becomes more prolonged and more ardent in expression, spending more time in the
upper range of the staff before descending to eleison (“have mercy”). This chant setting
of the fervent plea is deeply expressive and invites meditation as it rises when singing
the name of the Lord, then descends gently as it asks him to bestow his mercy on his
people.

Figure 5. Kyrie, Missa De Angelis (Benedictine Monks 1974).

The Gloria is an extended hymn of praise – one of the longest congregational
prayers of the Mass. As one would expect for a long text, this Gregorian chant setting is
primarily syllabic (Figure 6). Setting the text syllabically allows the prayer to flow along
at a much faster pace than the melismatic Kyrie. This gives the singers an attitude of
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energetic exultation – rather than subdued meditation – fitting to the nature of the
Church’s greatest hymn of praise. Yet certain words are treated with special attention,
receiving more than one note per syllable. These brief neumatic departures highlight the
importance of specific words, such as the series of praises beginning with the words
Laudamus te (“We praise You”). The word Laudamus is set to a total of five pitches,
with the middle syllable receiving three pitches, expressing the ardor of the people’s
praise. The exultations Benedicimus te and Adoramus te – “We bless You; we worship
You” – are also set with a blend of syllabic and neumatic styles, allowing the singers and
listeners to dwell longer on the beauty and the meaning of these words. The last sentence
of this series, Glorificamus te (“we glorify You”), is set entirely syllabically; the word
itself includes enough syllables to require it a significant amount of attention in song,
and it is set very expressively through the phrase’s continuously rising pitches.
The second section of the prayer, which begins on the last line of Figure 6,
addresses God the Son. When the name Iesu Christe is sung, Iesu is set neumatically in a
gentle rise and descent. It is one of the most beautiful and expressive moments of the
chant and – although the practice is not notated – it is traditionally sung slower than the
rest of the hymn, with great reverence and tenderness. This gentle pause from the
jubilant nature of the prayer, occurring approximately in the center of the text, is an
example of how moving and effective a seemingly simple, unaccompanied, single-line
chant setting can be through its profound understanding and realization of a sacred text.
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Figure 6. Gloria (excerpt), Missa De Angelis (Benedictine Monks 1974).

The Sanctus is set in a blend of neumatic and melismatic styles (Figure 7). This
prayer is longer than the Kyrie, yet shorter than the Gloria. It is the worshipful prayer of
the angels, sung near the beginning of the Liturgy of the Eucharist, the second part of the
Mass. An excerpt of the chant is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 7. Sanctus (excerpt), Missa De Angelis (Benedictine Monks, 1974).

The repeated word Sanctus is sung to many notes, with the third given the most
extended melisma – rising higher than the previous two and containing more pitches.
The words Dominus Deus, “Lord God,” are set neumatically, with the prayer’s most
expressive and prolonged melisma on the word Sabaoth. This word is a transliteration
from the Greek bible into liturgical Latin, having been transliterated into Greek from the
original Hebrew tsebaoth, meaning “armies” or “hosts” (Ballantyne 2002). It expresses
the magnitude, power, and wonder of God, whose glory fills heaven and earth. It is
fitting that the chant would dwell on this word, allowing those in prayer to reflect on its
meaning. The word excelsis – meaning “the highest” – receives a similar melisma each
time it is sung, as the exclamations of hosanna ring out in praise.
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Figure 8. Agnus Dei, Missa De Angelis (Benedictine Monks 1974).

While the prayer of the Agnus Dei is brief, its quiet, entreating nature causes it to
be sung slowly and worshipfully. This makes a neumatic setting most reasonable, as a
syllabic setting would cause the prayer to move too swiftly, and a melismatic setting
would cause it to move too slowly. A special element in this setting (Figure 8) heightens
meditation and ensures that the chant is never rushed. The horizontal line, or episema,
placed over certain notes indicates a slight prolongation of the note or the retarding of a
group of notes (Basilian Fathers 1958, vii). The abundant use of episemas in this setting
of the Agnus Dei imparts a warm, contemplative, earnest feeling throughout in the words
of the prayer. Their placement always occurs at the conclusion of a phrase, coinciding
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with the grammar and meaning of the text. Episimas in this chant are found over the
words Dei (“God”), mundi (“world”), nobis (“on us”), and pacem (“peace”). Here, as in
the chants previously examined, words and melody are integrated with sensitivity and
integrity.
In present-day Latin liturgies, when playing and singing music for the Mass –
including the liturgical setting discussed above – musicians will often read from scores
written in modern notation. Such scores are included alongside English-language
settings in hymnals distributed by many major liturgical music publishers, such as
Oregon Catholic Press and GIA Publications (Heritage Keyboard Accompaniment Book
2008 and Gather: Keyboard Edition 1998). Latin hymnals containing liturgical settings
are generally published on a smaller scale and in markedly less abundance. The Latin
choir of St. Martin de Porres Catholic Church in Jensen Beach, Florida, uses a
publication of traditional Latin and English hymns and Latin Mass settings for their
weekly Latin liturgy (attended by the author on Sunday, June 5, 2011): The New Saint
Basil Hymnal, published by The Willis Music Company in Florence, Kentucky. This
pre-Vatican II publication was compiled, arranged, and edited by the Basilian Fathers in
1958. Music examples contained in the hymnal resemble the selection presented below
(Figure 9). The setting of the Agnus Dei in Figure 9, in modern notation, is identical to
the setting in Figure 8, which uses chant notation – with the exception of being
transposed a whole step lower. A comparison of the melodic line in the figure below
with that in Figure 8 reveals a similar contour. The inclusion a base staff with additional
notes, as well as added notes in the treble, is for harmonizing the original melody; these
notes are often sung or played on the organ. When the harmonization is played by an
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organist the chant is no longer a cappella, yet the simplicity of the harmonic
accompaniment supports and follows the freely flowing vocal line.

Figure 9. Agnus Dei, Missa De Angelis in modern notation (Bragers 1937).
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Summary of Pre-Vatican II Music for the Roman Catholic Liturgy
Prior to the Second Vatican Council, from the earliest centuries of the Church
until this past century in modern times, Catholic Christians throughout the world prayed
together in a common tongue. From one town, country, or continent to another, the
celebration of the Holy Mass was the same in sacred ritual, words, language, and chant.
Latin was Christianity’s sacred universal language of prayer. Roman Catholics from
many backgrounds, no matter what their native tongue might be, could pray together in
the native tongue of their mutual Mother Church. Praying in Latin not only linked
people across space and culture, but also across time, for the same prayers sung and
prayed in Latin today had been sung and prayed in the Latin language by the saints of
the early Church.
Although Gregorian chant is no longer sung in every Mass throughout the world,
Vatican II’s Sacrosanctum Concilium: Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy confirmed the
value of the musical tradition of the Roman Catholic liturgy: its long history of
Gregorian chant. The document’s sixth chapter, dedicated specifically to sacred music,
opens with the following words: “The musical tradition of the universal Church is a
treasure of inestimable value, greater even than that of any other art” (Paul VI 1963, sec.
112). The value of sacred music for the liturgy, especially Gregorian chant, lies above
other liturgical arts in that it participates in the greatest prayer of the Roman Catholic
Church, the holy Mass, forming an integral and irreplaceable part of the liturgical life of
the Church. Through the ages-long union of voices, melody, and language, Gregorian
chant is profoundly unifying and eternal in nature.
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CHAPTER 3
POST-VATICAN II DEVELOPMENTS IN MUSIC FOR THE ROMAN CATHOLIC
LITURGY

Changes Introduced into Music for the Liturgy in the Second Vatican Council

The Second Vatican Council, while affirming the option of using Latin in the
liturgy, took the monumental step of initiating the translation of the Mass from Latin
into the specific vernacular languages of countries around the world. Now communities
everywhere celebrate the Mass in their regional and cultural mother tongues. One of the
greatest challenges in the actualization of this step was and is the cultivation of a unified
intent and correct conception of the faith among Roman Catholics, such as that which
had been present through Gregorian chant in the universal Latin Mass. Although
challenging, it is not futile or impossible, but requires a clear understanding of the
intentions of the Council and the sacred nature of each part of the Holy Mass and the
meaning of the prayers.
This chapter will examine ways in which musical changes introduced into the
liturgy in Vatican II have impacted Catholic parishes across the United States with
regard to building unity in diverse communities. The main steps implemented by the
council were: 1– the addition of the vernacular to the Mass, 2– the modernization of the
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Church, and 3– an increased participation of laity (Catholics who are not consecrated to
the religious life) in the Mass. Changes occurring in the music for the Mass were spurred
primarily by the translation of the liturgy into vernacular languages. Music aided in the
modernization of the Church as, subsequent to the addition of the vernacular,
communities began to incorporate different ethnic styles into the music for the liturgy in
their respective languages. This resulted in variations in the celebration of Mass from
parish to parish as well as within parishes, each parish using music in the liturgy that
reflected its community’s way of life and to which parishioners could relate. While the
correct implementation of these changes was challenging initially, the post-Vatican II
growth in Mass participation by lay Catholics worldwide helps to demonstrate the value
of including different languages and musical styles in the Mass.
This chapter will reference the sixth chapter of the Vatican II Constitution on the
Sacred Liturgy, entitled “Sacred Music.” The document’s sixth chapter gave initial
instructions for the use of new music in the Mass, as well as instructions for the
preservation of the long-standing music of Latin chant. Today, it continues to be the
constitutional teaching of the Church intended to guide parishes worldwide regarding the
role of music in the Roman Catholic liturgy.

Misunderstandings and Misuse of the Teachings of Vatican II Regarding the
Implementation of the Vernacular in Music for the Liturgy

As discussed in chapter two, prior to the Second Vatican Council all Roman
Catholic Masses around the world were celebrated in the Latin language. This included
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every word both spoken and sung within the Mass, with the exception of the Kyrie,
which had always been prayed in Greek. In 1970, the first English translation of the
Revised Order of Mass was developed (Clark 2011). Due to the eagerness of parish
leaders to adopt the native languages of their communities following the Second Vatican
Council, Latin almost completely disappeared from Catholic liturgies in the U.S. and
elsewhere as Catholic parishes began celebrating the Mass exclusively in the vernacular
languages of their specific congregations (O’Toole 2008, 208-211). The sudden absence
of Latin in the Mass was a disconcerting change for a large number of practicing
Catholics (the term practicing Catholic refers to a person of the Catholic faith who
attends Mass regularly and who abides by Church teaching). Many Catholics were
confused or disappointed by the extent to which the once-familiar Mass was transformed
after Vatican II.
Written directly following the Second Vatican Council, Philip Gleason’s
introduction to a compilation of essays examining Catholicism in the U.S. comments,
Reactions to these rapid and widespread changes are naturally varied. At one
extreme are those who feel the changes have not gone nearly far or fast enough;
at the other extreme, those who are alarmed or even outraged by what seems to
them the abandoning of the faith. No doubt the largest group are those who have
mixed feelings, who do not quite know what to think because they cannot form a
clear and comprehensive picture of what is happening. (1969, xiii)
A 2001 study of young adult Catholics conducted by researchers at the University of
Notre Dame observed that “more than any other time in the past, American Catholics
now have a confused sense of belonging and not belonging. The kinds of religious
expression that can be subsumed under the name ‘Catholic’ are less clear today than in
the decades prior to the Second Vatican Council” (Hoge et al. 2001, 6). As noted by
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scholar Dr. Kurt Poterack in his article “Vatican II and Sacred Music” (1999, 5), “It is
often claimed that the teachings of the Second Vatican Council constituted a dramatic
break with the Church’s past.”
Certain traditional Catholics who viewed the council’s teachings in this way –
such as the Society of St. Pius X – broke away from the authority of the Church, denying
the validity of Vatican II altogether. Although the authority of Church has been honored
by Catholics as infallible, continually guided by the Holy Spirit since the founding of the
Catholic Church in 33AD, these factions opposed the authority of the Church’s
teachings in Vatican II because they had seen changes implemented in ways that had
overridden the cultivation and preservation of the Church’s Latin liturgy.

Discussion of the Effective Incorporation of the Teachings of Vatican II Regarding
the Implementation of the Vernacular in Music for the Liturgy

Poterack’s article proceeds to explain that the widespread view of the supposedly
radical nature of the council was, and continues to be, a great misconception, as can be
seen from a simple reading of the original Vatican II documents concerning both
language and music. To hold the teachings of the Second Vatican Council responsible
for the subsequent widespread absence of Latin in the liturgy is to give disservice to its
true intent for, while its constitution was progressive and receptive in allowing the use of
vernacular languages in the Mass, it did not intend to abolish the use of Latin in the
Mass (Poterack 1999, 5). Regarding the use of Latin in music specifically, the
Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy reads (chapter 6, section 116, emphasis added): “The
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Church acknowledges Gregorian chant as specially suited to the Roman liturgy:
therefore, other things being equal, it should be given pride of place in liturgical
services” (Paul VI 1963).
This statement, put forth in Vatican II documents, identifies Gregorian chant as
the most important form of liturgical music in the Mass. As noted by the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops in section 74 of Sing to the Lord, “The Second Vatican
Council directed that the faithful be able to sing parts of the Ordinary of the Mass
together in Latin” (2008). Chapter six of Sacrosanctum Concilium, the Vatican II
council’s chapter on sacred music, also gives directions for completing editions of
Gregorian chant books to be used in the liturgy (Paul VI 1963, sec. 117). As written by
the Music Subcommittee of the Committee on Divine Worship of the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) in their most recent and comprehensive
publication on Music in Divine Worship, “Gregorian chant is uniquely the Church’s own
music. Chant is a living connection with our forebears in the faith, the traditional music
of the Roman rite, a sign of communion with the universal Church, a bond of unity
across cultures, a means for diverse communities to participate together in song, and a
summons to contemplative participation in the Liturgy” (2008, sec. 72).
At the same time, the council’s introduction of Masses celebrated in the local
vernacular language by parishes around the world was likewise intended to promote the
unity of the faithful, through the special familiarity and comprehension experienced by a
people through its native tongue. In an essay on Americanization written shortly after
the changes of Vatican II had begun to be implemented in the U.S., author Philip
Gleason discusses the necessity of the inclusion of diverse languages in the liturgy of the
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Catholic Church, in order to make the practice of the faith relevant and active in the lives
of Catholics today (Gleason 1969, 5-6). While a misinterpretation or unguided
implementation of Vatican II teachings may have initially caused extreme approaches in
either direction – a commitment to only Latin liturgies with the exclusion of any Masses
celebrated in the vernacular, or to Masses in vernacular languages with the exclusion of
any liturgies in Latin – the Second Vatican Council of the Roman Catholic Church
clearly embraces and encourages the celebration of the liturgy both in Latin and in the
vernacular. As confirmed by the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops in 2008,
“Even as the liturgical music of the Western European tradition [Gregorian chant] is to
be remembered, cherished, and used, the rich cultural and ethnic heritage of the many
peoples of our country must also be recognized, fostered, and celebrated” (sec. 57).

Example of a Parish that Has Effectively Incorporated the Teachings of the Second
Vatican Council Regarding the Implementation of the Vernacular in Music
for the Liturgy

To facilitate the original intent of Vatican II with regard to the use of Latin and
the vernacular in the Mass, on July 7, 2007, Pope Benedict XVI issued the Apostolic
Letter Summorum Pontificum. The letter, on the celebration of the Roman Rite
according to the Missal of 1962, increases opportunities to celebrate the Latin Mass in
any parish where parishioners desire to celebrate it, without the requirement of special
permission from a bishop (Benedict XVI 2007). An increasing number of parishes are
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now celebrating the Mass in Latin in addition to Masses in English and other languages,
in accord with Vatican II teaching.
An example of the use of Latin and the vernacular expressed through music for
the liturgy is presented in the following study. Lyle Settle’s Sacred Music article “A
Visit to a Vatican II Church” describes a solemn Sunday morning Mass on the feast of
Corpus Christi at St. Agnes Catholic Church in the summer of 1997. St. Agnes Catholic
Church in St. Paul, Minnesota, is what many people would regard as a pre-Vatican II
church, yet it is strongly a Vatican II church in its implementation of the council’s
teachings. For 35 years, it has been celebrating Mass both in Latin and in the vernacular.
Its current Latin liturgy was introduced by its previous pastor Monsignor Bandas, who
attended the Second Vatican Council and served on several of its commissions. Bandas’
role in the council of Vatican II makes his incorporation of mandates introduced by the
council, as well as retention of pre-Council traditions, very credible (Settle 1997, 5).
The church of St. Agnes is an exception in the present-day U.S. in its elaborate
and regular celebration of the Latin Mass and its extremely large congregation. The
congregation attending this particular Mass numbered 1500. Musicians performing the
Latin liturgy on the feast day mentioned included the Twin Cities Catholic Chorale, four
soloists, a 22-piece orchestra, and a pipe organ, stationed in the rear loft. English and
German were incorporated into the celebration of this special annual liturgy through the
inclusion of hymns. Musical compositions included were Bach’s instrumental C-major
Prelude and Fugue, Joseph Haydn’s Pauken Mass, the Gregorian Propers (Gregorian
setting of the Proper of the Mass of Corpus Christi) with the congregation singing Latin
responses and the Pater Noster (Our Father), Mozart’s Ave verum corpus, Mozart’s
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Alleluia, Bach’s German Kyrie, Gott Vater im Ewigkeit, and traditional English hymns
(such as “Holy God, We Praise Thy Name”) during the Corpus Christi procession
following the Mass (Settle 1997, 5-6).
While offering Masses in Latin, St. Agnes Catholic Church serves its
parishioners in their diversity through its celebration of many vernacular liturgies as
well. In its St. Paul, Minnesota location, the local vernacular language is English. The
church’s schedule of liturgies is as follows: Monday through Saturday morning – sung
Latin Mass with Gregorian chants, Saturday evening – English Mass, Sunday morning –
three Masses in English and one Latin High Mass, and English evening Masses on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. On Sunday afternoon, the devotion of Vespers sung in
Gregorian chant is prayed. Latin liturgies are also celebrated on holydays (The Church
of St. Agnes 2011).
By including the vernacular without excluding Latin, but instead cultivating it
alongside vernacular liturgies, St. Agnes is implementing the action intended by the
Second Vatican Council. The article’s author describes active participation by large
numbers of St. Agnes parishioners in all Masses, church activities, and volunteer
services, with a larger number of young men from this parish studying for the priesthood
as seminarians than from other parishes in the diocese (Settle 1997, 5-6). This study
demonstrates the reality that a large number of people today are attracted to and
passionate about music for the Latin liturgy as well as vernacular liturgies, and that these
people of different cultural expressions are all active contributors to the good of their
communities.
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Embracing Pre- and Post-Vatican II Music for the Liturgy
In the wake of Vatican II, the Latin liturgy has been embraced as one of the
many cultural styles celebrated in the Roman Catholic Church. It serves the needs of
parishioners whose worship is best expressed through Latin chant, as vernacular liturgies
serve those whose worship is best expressed through their native languages. The
National Association of Pastoral Musicians (NPM) fosters the “art of musical liturgy,”
with its members serving the Catholic Church in the U.S. as musicians, clergy, liturgists,
and other leaders of prayer. The association’s guide to the USCCB’s publication Sing to
the Lord: Music in Divine Worship instructs liturgical musicians, “Music from the
sacred treasury of the past is to be incorporated in our liturgy as well as the creative
work of contemporary composers. All time belongs to the Church because it belongs to
Christ, so we are likely to sing and hear texts in Latin, English, Spanish, Vietnamese,
other languages of the peoples who comprise our assemblies, and the languages of those
who have sung God’s praise in the ages before us” (McMahon, Colloton, and Truitt
2009, 30).
The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops explains that when
incorporating Latin chant into the liturgy, “pastors and liturgical musicians should take
care that the congregation is able to participate in the Liturgy with song. They should be
sensitive to the cultural and spiritual milieu of their communities, in order to build up the
Church in unity and peace” (2008, sec. 73). A great emphasis in the role of music in the
liturgy, and in the role of the Catholic liturgy worldwide, is to cultivate unity and peace.
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This responsibility has generated many challenges for Catholic musicians and leaders of
the Church all through the ages.
Through the centuries of Church history leading to Vatican II, Church leaders
strove to regulate the role of music in the liturgy in order to ensure that music served the
liturgy, rather than commanding attention to the extent that it detracted from the worship
of the faithful. Early Church leaders such as St. Basil and St. Augustine, as discussed in
chapter two of this study, wrote very earnestly about the vital role of sacred music
worthy of the liturgy. In the Roman Catholic Church’s 16th-century Council of Trent,
council fathers discouraged the modeling of sacred music on secular compositions
(Bonds 2006, 176). During this time of redirection and renewal in the Church, emphasis
was given to works such as those of the 16th-century composer Palestrina which set the
words of the sacred liturgy to music in a very consonant style and with seamless
rhythmic flow, enabling the words to be easily understood and contemplated in prayer
(Bonds 2006, 178). The task of joining music with the Catholic liturgy in a way that
builds up the Church in unity and peace, whether in the Latin language or the vernacular,
has been an ongoing issue and responsibility from the Church’s earliest history into the
present day.
The Mass is designed in such a way as to involve the active and whole-hearted
participation of the people though word, gesture, silence, and especially through song.
The challenge of incorporating Latin chant into liturgies of the present day, as well as of
using language and music of any kind, lies in encouraging the active participation of the
members of the congregation in song and prayer. Following Vatican II, the addition of
the vernacular in parishes – when occurring without adequate preparation or direction
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from Church leaders who understood the liturgy and Church teaching – did not always
encourage the prayerful participation of parishioners through its music. Loose or
inaccurate translations of the liturgy, the substitution or relocation of liturgical prayers,
and the direction of liturgical music by those who were not studied in the Catholic faith
contributed to musical settings of the liturgy which did not faithfully express the
meaning of the prayers. The attention of a people at worship would at times be led
astray, as St. Augustine had discussed, when responses, acclamations, songs, or psalms
were written or performed so as to attract attention to the musicians, rather than prayed
so as to worship with reverence and draw the congregation into prayer (McMahon,
Colloton, and Truitt 2009, 19).
The Vatican II Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy reads that “sacred music is to
be considered the more holy in proportion as it is more closely connected with the
liturgical action, whether it adds delight to prayer, fosters unity of minds, or confers
greater solemnity upon the sacred rites” (Paul VI 1963, sec. 112). Today, Catholic
seminaries and Church musicians are focusing on a more faithful and traditional
adherence to the true meaning of the prayers of the liturgy when celebrating Mass in any
language. This will be aided by the implementation of the Roman Missal, Third Edition
in the U.S. beginning in November 2011, discussed in chapter 5 of this study (United
States Conference of Catholic Bishops 2011). As will be explored in great detail in the
following chapter, liturgies in all languages and with diverse musical styles can be
closely connected with the liturgical action, when the structure and meaning of the
prayers of the Mass are adhered to with integrity. The musical settings studied in chapter
four demonstrate the many ways that the post-Vatican II lingual and cultural diversity of
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the liturgy has broadened and enriched the Church’s musical tradition. Their different
languages and musical styles all express the same faith, unifying the members of the
Roman Catholic Church in a way that is relevant to modern times.
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CHAPTER 4
DIVERSE CULTURAL AND ETHNIC STYLES IN MUSIC FOR THE ROMAN
CATHOLIC LITURGY IN THE PRESENT-DAY UNITED STATES

Recognizing and Fostering Diversity through Music in the Roman Catholic Liturgy

The universal nature of the Roman Catholic Church is expressed vividly through
the diversity of music for the liturgy that has developed since the Second Vatican
Council. The liturgical documents of the Roman Catholic Church affirm that there is not
just one style of music appropriate for the liturgy, to the exclusion of other styles
(McMahon, Colloton, and Truitt 2009, 30). Vatican II’s Constitution on the Sacred
Liturgy, chapter eight, notes that the Church “has admitted styles from every period, in
keeping with the natural characteristics and conditions of peoples” (Paul VI 1963, sec.
123).
The cultural practices of Catholic peoples worldwide encompass extremely
varied forms of music, all expressing distinctive characteristics and conditions. The
Roman Catholic Church, when welcoming the use of the vernacular into the liturgy in
Vatican II, simultaneously welcomed musical expression from every corner of the globe.
Missionaries from hundreds of Catholic religious orders and lay organizations serve
people all over the world, and the Masses they celebrate include the musical styles of the
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communities they serve. Catholic Relief Services (CRS), the official international
humanitarian agency of the U.S. Catholic community, reaches over 100 million people
in over 100 countries on five continents. Countless religious and lay men and women
involved in Catholic international mission work focus on assisting “impoverished and
disadvantaged people overseas, working in the spirit of Catholic Social
Teaching…[serving] people based solely on need, regardless of their race, religion or
ethnicity” (Catholic Relief Services 2011). The liturgical music of the Church in the
United States, which is the focus of this thesis, reflects the Church’s ethnic variety
worldwide. As spoken by the Unites States Council of Catholic Bishops: “Ours is a
culture that is rich in diversity. That diversity is part of our being because we still are –
as we have always been – an immigrant Church” (McMahon, Colloton, and Truitt 2009,
30).
Gaudium et Spes – the Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World
produced in Vatican II – discusses the dual role of the Church in remaining faithful to its
traditions (such as continuing to celebrate the Latin liturgy), while at the same time
living out its universal mission:
… the Church, living in various circumstances in the course of time, has used the
discoveries of different cultures so that in her preaching she might spread and
explain the message of Christ to all nations, that she might examine it and more
deeply understand it, that she might give it better expression in liturgical
celebration and in the varied life of the community of the faithful. But at the
same time, the Church, sent to all peoples of every time and place, is not bound
exclusively and indissolubly to any race or nation, any particular way of life or
any customary way of life recent or ancient. Faithful to her own tradition and at
the same time conscious of her universal mission, she can enter into communion
with the various civilizations, to their enrichment and the enrichment of the
Church herself. (Paul VI 1965, sec. 58)
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The many musical contributions of the Catholic Church among various ethnic groups
have been enriching aides to their practice of the faith, as will be discussed throughout
the course of this chapter. The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops notes that
“in recent times, the Church has consistently recognized and freely welcomed the use of
various styles of music as an aid to liturgical worship” (2008, sec. 136). Today,
composers of music for the liturgy “are encouraged to concentrate on craftsmanship and
artistic excellence in all musical genres” (United States Conference of Catholic Bishops
2008, sec. 84).
An excellent example of multicultural music in the Church, the large Diocese of
Palm Beach, Florida, is composed of congregations representing many countries,
including Vietnamese, Caribbean, Central and South American (these include
indigenous Mayan of Guatemala and Mexico), West African, Philippine, French, Polish,
and Haitian. Of the 295 Masses celebrated each weekend throughout the diocese’s fiftyfive parishes, thirty-one are in Spanish (some of which include the Mayan Kanjobal
language), fifteen are contemporary youth Masses, eight are in Haitian Creole, four in
Latin, two in Vietnamese, two in Filipino, two in Polish, one in Portuguese, and one in
French. These numbers represent a total of 66 Masses, demonstrating the richness and
diversity of the diocese through the representation of specific minority cultures in
approximately 22% of the diocese’s liturgical music (Figure 10). The diocese’s
remaining 229 Masses are celebrated in traditional American English (Diocese of Palm
Beach 2011).
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Masses in Palm Beach Diocese
Spanish, 31

Contemporary
American
English, 15
Haitian Creole, 8

22%

Latin, 4

Vietnamese, 2

Filipino, 2
Polish, 2
Portuguese, 1

78 %

French, 1
English
(traditional), 229

Figure 10. Distribution by language of the 295 Masses celebrated weekly in the Diocese
of Palm Beach, FL (Diocese of Palm Beach 2011).

Incorporating diverse musical styles in the liturgy is in keeping with the dynamic
nature of the Church, as observed by the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops:
“Factors such as the age, spiritual heritage, and cultural and ethnic backgrounds of a
given liturgical assembly must be considered. The choice of individual compositions for
congregational participation will often depend on those ways in which a particular group
finds it best to join their hearts and minds to the liturgical action” (United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops 2008, sec. 70). Resulting from the enthusiastic
incorporation of their musical cultural traditions, Catholic individuals and congregations
of the many ethnicities studied in this chapter have shown increased participation in the
Mass – as compared with their participation before vernacular translations were
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introduced in Vatican II (O’Toole 2008, 233-235 and Arturo J. Pérez 1994, 378-381).
Engagement in prayer and song, as well as an increased sense of ownership, identity,
and familial community, is fostered through the existing and expanding post-Vatican II
embrace of ethnic musical styles.
The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops’ publication on Music in
Divine Worship “affirms the efforts of composers who have helped to introduce the
vernacular language into our sung liturgy, and it points out the ways in which these
compositions have matured since the vernacular was introduced” (McMahon, Colloton,
and Truitt 2009, 34). This chapter contributes to research in support of post-Vatican II
musical settings of vernacular liturgies through an analysis of examples from different
cultural backgrounds (English-speaking American, Vietnamese, Filipino, Puerto Rican,
Cuban, Brazilian, and Haitian) and a discussion of their positive usage and unifying
effects within Catholic communities who use these styles to engage the community in
the Mass as the Council intended. Each section of this chapter explores and discusses a
musical setting for the liturgy in a different culture and ethnic style, examining each
setting’s musical interpretation of the text in its specific language. Musical approaches
which these cultures have taken to the liturgy are demonstrated, including the translation
and musical interpretation of the same text in each culture’s own tongue, the
incorporation of ethnic musical qualities such as rhythm, melody, and vocal styles, and
the embracing of traditional ethnic instruments and styles of worship. A representative
sample of liturgical settings for the Mass has been chosen and presented here to
demonstrate the Church’s “many and varied” forms of musical expression (United
Stated Conference of Catholic Bishops 2008, 24).
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Music for the Roman Catholic Liturgy in the English Language
In the year 2006 American Catholics numbered 69.1 million, constituting 23% of
the U.S. population and attending 18,992 parishes throughout the country (United Stated
Conference of Catholic Bishops 2006, 3). At that time and in previous years, the largest
number of liturgies celebrated in these U.S. parishes was in the English vernacular. An
English-speaking majority in the American Catholic Church continues in the present
day.

Discussion of Roman Catholicism and the English-Speaking Culture in the U.S.

Of the many developments in the Catholic Church implemented through the
Second Vatican Council, the step most embraced by Catholics around the world was the
opportunity to join together in worship through their cultures’ own particular languages.
Anna Rosen (interviewed by the author on September 1, 2011), a parishioner of St.
Lucie Catholic Church in Port St. Lucie, Florida, shares a view of the vernacular liturgy
representative of many English-speaking parishioners from her pre-Vatican II
generation. Rosen remembers attending the pre-Vatican II Latin Mass as a child. Having
been too young to study Latin prior to the council, the introduction of the vernacular
after 1965 was an exciting experience for her: “I remember liking that I could
understand the prayers” (Rosen 2011). The ability of both youth and adults to
understand the liturgy encouraged the new role of the laity in the liturgy, as parishioners
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of all ages became increasingly and prayerfully involved in the Mass and in their parish
communities (O’Toole 2008, 199-221).
Studies of post-Vatican II Catholicism agree that Catholics of Rosen’s
generation, as well as those of younger generations, have responded with great positivity
to the introduction of the English vernacular. James M. O’Toole in his study The
Faithful: A History of Catholics in America, Philip Gleason in his compilation of essays
on Contemporary Catholicism in the United States, and researchers Hoge, Dinges,
Johnson, and Gonzales in their study Young Adult Catholics, all concede to the benefit
of the vernacular liturgy. When asked to discuss her experience, Rosen expressed a view
shared by numerous English-speaking Catholics studied within the research of the
authors cited: “It seems that the Latin Mass is more otherworldly: you’re in the
continuum of time and it’s palatable. It’s a different kind of participation than in the
other. In the English Mass it’s concrete, it’s now... understanding the meaning of the
words gives you a connection that you wouldn’t have with the Latin.” Although she
possesses a deep appreciation for the Latin liturgy which she sometimes attends within
her home diocese, Rosen feels that the English liturgy enables her to participate more
actively in prayer than does the Latin liturgy (Rosen 2011).
The use of the English language within the liturgy has made it possible for Rosen
and others in her parish community, as well as those in communities throughout the U.S.
and in other English-speaking countries, to express themselves more fully in prayer,
drawing them more deeply into the liturgy and bonding them as a community of faith.
Rosen has enthusiastically accepted the invitations of her parish’s religious education
director and pastor to teach faith formation classes for the children of her parish and to
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serve as a lector (a lay person who proclaims the scripture passages during the Mass), as
well as to lead the training and scheduling of lectors within her parish. She values the
opportunities that the post-Vatican II liturgy has given to her husband and children to
serve as lectors, ushers, altar servers, and musicians in their home parish of St. Lucie
Catholic Church. The increased and enthusiastic role of the laity in the liturgy following
the Second Vatican Council is reflected in their involvement.

Discussion of Music for the American Liturgy in English

An extensive repertoire of musical settings for the English Mass is played and
sung throughout the U.S. and in countries around the world. Settings published through
Oregon Catholic Press (OCP), World Library Publications (WLP), and GIA Publications
– the leading distributors of Roman Catholic liturgical music – are available in
abundance and encompass many different compositional styles.
Traditional hymn-style settings are commonly enjoyed among the majority of
English-speaking congregations. These Mass settings follow established Western
compositional practices, voiced in four parts and unfolding through traditional chord
progressions and a regular, metric harmonic rhythm. Their straightforwardness
facilitates congregational singing. Rosen likens them to the hymns sung in English with
which she and other Catholics were familiar prior to Vatican II: “They reflected the
simplicity of what everyone could do and sing” (2011). Rosen, along with the myriad of
faithful parishioners with whom the author has spoken throughout her profession as a
music leader in the Catholic Church, deeply appreciates settings which are not beyond
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the range and abilities of the average congregational singer. She and others experience
difficulty participating when liturgical settings are excessively complex, or when the
music employed detracts from the text being prayed. “You can understand the words,”
Rosen explains, “but it doesn’t matter unless they’re fitting with the music. The music
has to have meaning… the sound should express and reflect the prayer’s meaning”
(2011).
While priests will often chant the liturgy’s opening, closing, and Eucharistic
prayer in English, most American Catholic composers set the congregational prayers in a
manner “dependent upon instrumental accompaniment” (Zaragoza, 1995). English Mass
settings in a traditional style generally utilize a single instrument, accompanying a cantor
who leads the congregation in song. The prevalence of instrumental accompaniment
during the singing of liturgical music, in contrast to pre-Vatican II Gregorian chant, has
made a cappella liturgical singing the exception in today’s liturgy. The supportive role
of the traditional organ, and now increasingly the piano, is standard in English liturgies.
Parish choirs, often including both an adult choir and a children’s choir, are cultivated in
most parishes. For feast days and various celebrations in large parishes, a string quartet
and winds are often included in the music for the English liturgy.
While Rosen prefers traditional-style music in the Mass, she acknowledges and
respects the preferences of other Catholics, both young and old. While the majority of
English-speaking Catholics desire to worship in the traditional liturgical music style –
and example of which will be examined in the following subsection – some favor the
Latin liturgy, and others a modern style. Julie Gonzales, an adolescent parishioner of St.
Andrew Catholic Church in Coral Springs, Florida, attends an English Mass with
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contemporary-style music for the liturgy. Masses with music in this style, increasingly
celebrated in parishes throughout the U.S., are directed toward the younger generation
and fuse modern-day American musical styles such as pop, rock, and jazz. Instruments
used in the Mass attended by Gonzales, representative of liturgies in this style, include
the standard drum set, electric bass, electric guitars, acoustic guitars, keyboard, piano,
and occasionally the clarinet or flute. Similar to Rosen’s and her family’s experience in
the traditional English liturgy, the experience of the contemporary liturgy empowers
Gonzales and the young people in her community to actively live their faith’s values.
Gonzales leads youth groups in service projects throughout her community, most
recently raising funds and devoting a week to charitable work in a Nicaraguan
orphanage. In an interview with the author on September 8, 2011, she discussed her
experience regarding music for the liturgy:
The music of my youth Mass truly has impacted me… I believe that of course
our doctrine should remain the same, but the unique lifestyles of generations
evolve, so it is important that the Catholic Church also evolves the way the faith
is presented. I do prefer to attend this Mass because it has come to my youthful
level and I feel more connected with the Church when it can relate to me.
Contemporary lyrics and music really do captivate my heart more than traditional
styles. I don’t mind tradition, just as long as it can also blend with my generation.
(Gonzales 2011)
Continuing in discussion of contemporary liturgical music for the English Mass,
Gonzales noted that the music “definitely unites the young people in my parish. Since
we can all relate to it, we can share the faith with more facilitation” (2011).
It should be noted that a specific style of liturgical music for the young is not
found in a culture or language other than American English. This brings to light a trait
less prevalent in the Catholic communities of other ethnicities discussed in throughout
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this chapter – the American propensity towards individualism. While the youth of other
cultures generally attend Mass along with their parents, American-born youth will
sometimes choose to attend a Mass with a different style of liturgical music. It is also
important to realize that another contributor to the youth Mass’s exclusive presence in
English liturgies is simply that American-born youth of every ethnicity speak English
and enjoy popular music. Contemporary-style Masses in America (attended by the
author during her ten years of involvement in the music of the Catholic Church
throughout various dioceses) are attended by youth from diverse ethnic backgrounds.
Gonzales’ mother and father, who immigrated to the U.S. from Guayaquil, Ecuador and
Bogota, Colombia, most often attend the Spanish-language liturgy. Although Gonzales
is bilingual, she prefers to attend her parish’s youth Mass (Gonzales 2011).
Within a culture of individualism, the celebration of the liturgy draws American
Catholics into unity of faith through the worship of their one God. Worship in the
English vernacular strengthens communities, supporting them in their role as Christians
to share a spirit of compassion, generosity, and loving responsibility towards others of
every race and creed. Pertaining to the power of music to influence prayer within the
English liturgy, Rosen (2011) describes “a definite feeling of community because we
sing together. I feel part of something larger than myself. During the Gloria, I feel like
I’m singing in unison with the Church throughout the world – like I’m singing with the
angels.”
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An Examination of Musical Selections from an American Mass Setting in the English
Language

A plethora of musical settings for the English liturgy has been published
encompassing a variety of styles, ranging from traditional (such as the setting presented
here) to contemporary. The Masses discussed below are widely used in the celebration
of English liturgies today.
The Mass of Creation, composed by Marty Haugen and published through GIA
Publications in 1984, is very popular among U.S. parishes. Simply melodies set in the
key of G minor facilitate congregational singing. Also published by GIA Publications,
David Haas’ Mass of Light (1988) is similarly well-suited for congregational
participation. Contrasting in mood and character with Haugen’s Mass of Creation, the
Mass of Light is set in the key of G major and employs a more chordal structure
(Gather: Keyboard Edition 1998). The Mass of God’s Promise, composed by Dan
Schutte and published by OCP Publications in 1996, like Haas’ Mass is bright and
joyous in character. It is set in the key of D major and is very lyrical, while at the same
time is not too complex for parishioners to sing (Heritage Keyboard Accompaniment
Book 2008).
Ethnic styles stemming from countries in which English is a primary language
can also be found in English settings. Liam Lawton and John McCann’s Mass of the
Celtic Saints, published by GIA Publications 1998, and Fintan O’Carroll and
Christopher Walker’s Celtic Mass, published by OCP Publications in 1985, utilize Celtic
styles such as alternating duple and triple meter and melodies formed after a lilting, Irish
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folk-like model (Gather: Keyboard Edition 1998 and Heritage Keyboard
Accompaniment Book 2008). Settings incorporating American popular music styles
include Bob Hurd’s gospel-style Mass of Glory, Tom Booth’s stirring Mass of Life, and
Steve Angrisano’s joyous and lyrical Mass of a Joyful Heart – all published through
OCP Publications (Osborn, Tomaszek, and Modlin 1999).
The selections examined below are taken from Owen Alstott’s Heritage Mass,
published in 1978 by OCP Publications. Over the past 33 years, this setting has been
sung and cherished by many Catholics in parishes across the U.S. It represents the
prevailing style of liturgical music used by English-speaking Roman Catholic
communities in the present day.
Lord, Have Mercy, the English Kyrie, is shown in Figure 11. Through the course
of the three lines of Alstott’s setting, each of the three supplications is repeated. A cantor
will customarily sing the first phrase, with the congregation echoing in the phrase’s
repetition. The leading of liturgical prayers by a cantor and their repetition by the
congregation is a common practice among English liturgies.
Although set in the key of F major, the prayer’s first phrase is tinged with sorrow
through the use of the minor submediant and supertonic chords (D minor and G minor).
The dynamic marking mp, abbreviating the Italian words mezzo piano, indicates a soft
volume. The vocal line is very expressive, rising melodically as the Lord’s name is
invoked, and descending gently as his mercy is entreated to descend upon his people.
The second phrase, although a melodic repetition of the first, employs a different
harmonic progression. Through the use of the major subdominant and tonic chords (Bflat and F) an impression is given of sunshine breaking through darkness, signifying the
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beauty and assurance of the Lord’s love. The repetition of this phrase also differs from
the first phrase in dynamic level – mf (mezzo forte), indicating an increase in volume.

Figure 11. English Kyrie, Heritage Mass (Alstott 1978).
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The prayer’s middle section (line two), while changing in melodic content,
utilizes an expressive pattern similar to the first: a quiet phrase in minor followed by its
repetition in major with added volume. In this line the melody rises longingly, reaching
a B-flat, the melodic high point of the prayer, during “Christ” – then remains
questioningly on A for the word “mercy” rather than descending. This simple gesture
imbues the music with hope and desire.
The third section (line three) is a direct repetition of the first section, apart from
the final phrase’s piano dynamic (marked p). This indicates that the phrase be played
and sung quite softly, expressing the humility of a people seeking forgiveness.
Labeled “Brightly!” – this setting of Glory to God (Figures 12 and 13), the
English Gloria, is very uplifting, stirring the soul to joy while at the same time retaining
a sober consciousness of the power and grandeur of God. In the key of D major, the
melody of the opening phrase emulates a bugle call. A steady chordal rhythm and
walking bass line in the lowest voice of the bass staff are both very characteristic of
English hymn style. These effective compositional techniques strongly direct the
attention of the people to the worship of God, as a community.
Comparable to the Gregorian chant examples studied in Chapter 2, phrases with
many words are set to a swiftly moving melodic line (those including eighth notes); for
phrases with fewer words, as well for words of great importance, longer note values are
used to create appropriate pacing or emphasis. This technique is employed for the
acclamations “we worship you… we give you thanks,” which ring out joyously as they
rise to a fourth-line D, stressing these words of honor towards God (see the last measure
of line two and the second measure of line three in Figure 12). The one-measure
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instrumental figures which connect the acclamations in this section, consisting of a
chordal descent in the accompaniment, demonstrate the large role that instrumentation
plays in English settings for the liturgy. This setting’s consonant, rich tonal
harmonization is appropriately designed to be played on the organ or piano.
Located throughout this prayer setting in Figures 12 and 13, the symbol “Asus4” (first
occurring in measure five) can be seen in the chord labels above the staffs, indicating a
4-3 suspension on the dominant chord in the accompaniment. The use of suspensions is
very characteristic of traditional hymn-style composition. In this case, the third tone of
the dominant chord is replaced with the tone just above, resolving down to the third of
the chord on the following beat (i.e., D resolves to C-sharp in the A major chord). This
creates a fleeting feeling of tension, giving way to gratification and release.
The contrasting mood of the prayer’s middle section (Figure 13) is very
expressive. Remaining melodically within the setting’s lower range and within a mezzo
piano dynamic (mp), this softest point in the prayer addresses God the Son. As the
people’s plea for mercy unfolds (“you take away the sin of the world: have mercy on
us”), the softened dynamic seems to indicate an attitude of reverence. Introduced by an
ascending figure in the accompaniment, the melody rises with mounting hope through
the ensuing words (“you are seated at the right hand of the Father…”), returning to the
opening melody of Figure 12 for the prayer’s final section: “For you alone are the Holy
One” – once again praising the Lord. The setting concludes with a joyful coda (Figure
13, beginning in the last two measures of line three). A plagal cadence of subdominantto-tonic, classic in sacred music, harmonizes the final “Amen.” Labeled allargando,
indicating a slowing or broadening of tempo (Apel 1969, 28), the example concludes
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Figure 12. English Gloria (part 1), Heritage Mass (Alstott 1978).
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Figure 13. English Gloria (part 2), Heritage Mass (Alstott 1978).
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with the same sense of grandeur present throughout this rendition of the Church’s great
hymn of praise, as the rising line in the accompaniment indicates an uplifting of souls in
worship and exaltation.

Figure 14. English Sanctus (excerpt), Heritage Mass (Alstott 1978).
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The Holy, the English Sanctus (Figure 14) is labeled “Brightly” as well. This
prayer opens with the same bugle-like melodic figure as does the Gloria, and is set in the
same key. Musical similarities such as these among the liturgical prayers utilize a
cyclical technique, comparable to that found in many classical compositions consisting
of a cycle or group of works. In a liturgical context, the returning melodic material
provides unity and continuity throughout the Mass. Acclamations of “Hosanna!” ring
out in joy at the highest pitch and strongest dynamic yet indicated: forte (f, in the
example’s third line). In the course of the prayer’s continuation on the following page
(not included in this excerpt), the dynamic level diminishes to a soft mezzo piano,
expressing veneration through the words “Blessed is he who comes in the name of the
Lord.” The dynamic then rises as the prayer concludes with exaltations of “Hosanna”
once again.
For the gentle prayer of the Lamb of God (Agnus Dei, Figure 15), entreating the
Lord’s mercy, Alstott uses the same key as he used to set the entreating Kyrie: F major.
The texts of the prayer’s first two supplications are identical; identical music is used for
each, but while the first invocation is played and sung piano, the second rises to mezzo
piano with the mounting hope of the people in prayer. Also akin to the Kyrie, the
harmony progresses from the D minor submediant to the F major tonic. Yet the inclusion
of a secondary dominant, by way of the C-sharp in the last measure of line one and again
in the second measure of line three, makes the Agnus Dei more harmonically exploratory
than the Kyrie. Additional harmonic variation is achieved through a 4-3 suspension on
the tonic chord when the word “us” is sung at the end of the first two repetitions,
eloquently expressing the soul’s yearning.
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Figure 15. English Agnus Dei, Heritage Mass (Alstott 1978).

The melody of the prayer’s final plea, “grant us peace,” does not differ in pitch
from the first two supplications, yet its expression differs through a gradual increase in
volume (crescendo, labeled cresc.) as the soul swells in hope in the passage leading up
to the final two measures – only to drop abruptly to a very low dynamic for the final
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supplication (sub., or subito, indicating “suddenly” piano). The marking rall. e dim.
(rallentando e diminuendo) indicates a slowing and further diminishing of volume for
the final two words. The sentiments of peace and comfort are evoked as the last chord
comes to rest on the tonic, this time without a suspension. Here, in contrast to the first
two petitions, the music does not hinder a resolution; rather than causing an impression
of waiting and longing, the resolution simply arrives, generating a sense of confidence
and consolation.

Summary of American Music for the Roman Catholic Liturgy in English

Through the liturgy’s union of the English vernacular with music which sincerely
communicates the depth of the Church’s prayer, a large number of English-speaking
Catholics have become enthusiastically active in the life of the Church (O’Toole 2008,
199-221). Rosen’s daughter has led the children’s chorus in her home parish, and has
witnessed the readiness and excitement of the children to learn and sing music for the
liturgy. The children’s growth in understanding of the Mass and their faith draws the
members of their families closer together and inspires them toward charitable work in
their parish community and beyond (Rosen 2011). Their passion is shared by Gonzales,
for whom music is a powerful influence:
I feel that music is extremely important in Mass! God created us with a musical
ability so that he can manifest himself in our souls, minds, and hearts. Music
draws me deeper to him and gives me a special way to communicate with him.
Listening to music during Mass really does bring my spirituality to life and
allows me to vibrantly feel the Spirit's presence. (Gonzales 2011)
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As the faith of Gonzales and other English-speaking Catholics is nourished, she and
other parishioners feel eager to put their faith into action. The vibrant sharing of faith
among Roman Catholic communities is strongly supported through music for the liturgy
in the English language.

Vietnamese Music for the Roman Catholic Liturgy

The Vietnamese have a significant Roman Catholic population that has greatly
enriched the diversity of musical expression in the Church of the United States, as well
as that of Vietnam. In order to gain a background perspective before discussing music
for the Vietnamese liturgy, it is necessary to address the subject of Roman Catholicism
in the Vietnamese culture at large.

Discussion of Roman Catholicism and Vietnamese Culture in Vietnam and in the U.S.

Vietnamese Catholics are a minority in a primarily Buddhist religious culture,
yet the Vietnamese people have a long history of Roman Catholicism which has created
a devout Catholic-Vietnamese subculture in Vietnam and in the U.S. In 1615, Jesuits
from Japan established the Society of Jesus Mission in Central Vietnam. Over the course
of the following centuries, spurred by the country’s colonization by Spain, Portugal,
England, and France, European missionaries established Catholic missions throughout
Vietnam (The Religions of South Vietnam in Faith and Fact 1967). Beginning under
French rule in the 1860s, Roman Catholicism became more accepted and practiced in
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the country than in previous centuries (Library of Congress 1987 Vietnam: Under
French Rule).
Although Catholicism, in its rejection of ancestor worship, differs greatly from
the Vietnamese cultural tradition of Confucianism, it was embraced by a large number
of the country’s citizens – especially in South Vietnam, where it was promoted by the
government as fortification against the communism of the North. Eight years after
Vietnam’s 1976 reunification, Roman Catholics numbered three million, with about two
million living in the South and one million in the North (Library of Congress 1987
Vietnam: Catholicism). Reverend Peter Truong, a musician and Roman Catholic priest
in the diocese of Palm Beach, Florida, grew up in Vietnam before immigrating to the
U.S. He serves the Vietnamese community in an American parish which also has large
English-speaking and Hispanic communities. In an interview by the author on March 14,
2011, he shared his experience regarding the special role of the Roman Catholic Church
in Vietnam as a country: “In Vietnam, if someone says, ‘This person has religion,’ it
means that he is a Catholic” (Truong 2011). In 2006, with a total Vietnamese population
of approximately 83.5 million, Roman Catholics comprised eight to ten percent of the
population – numbering as the second largest religious group in the country (Bureau of
Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor 2006).
In April of 1975, the fall of South Vietnam to Communist North Vietnam
spurred an exodus of Vietnamese refugees to the U.S. A large number of the Vietnamese
refugees were Catholics who had already fled the Northern Communist regime in 1954
to take refuge South Vietnam. Because of the large numbers of Catholics fleeing
Communism in Vietnam, although constituting only eight to ten percent of Vietnam’s
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total population, Vietnamese Catholics constituted 30 or more percent of Vietnamese
Americans by the year 2000. The highest concentrations of Vietnamese Catholics in the
U.S. reside in Orange County and San Jose, California, in Houston, Dallas/Fort Worth
and Port Arthur, Texas, in New Orleans, Louisiana, and in Virginia-Washington, D.C
(Phan 2000, 19-20). Communist persecution of the Catholics in Vietnam has cultivated a
strong devotion to the faith among Vietnamese Catholics – a devotion which they have
carried with them to their places of immigration. Vietnam has 100,000 martyrs and 117
canonized saints, consisting primarily of Vietnamese laity, with many foreign
missionaries including bishops, priests, and nuns slain during the Great Massacre of the
mid-1800s (Truong 2011). Vietnamese Catholics in America tend to cherish their
Catholic heritage as well as their Vietnamese parishes, and to show much respect for
their pastors. They deeply value the opportunity to preserve Vietnamese Catholic
customs and to worship in their mother tongue (Phan 2000, 19-20).
“The Church has to meet people where they are,” Rev. Truong encouraged, when
asked about the experience of Vietnamese Catholics following Vatican II (2011). He
supports the changes introduced in Vatican II, believing that they helped the Vietnamese
people to connect with and participate in the Mass. Rev. Peter C. Phan, in his article
Vietnamese Catholics in the United States, notes that “Like many other ethnic groups,
Vietnamese Catholics are deeply concerned with preserving their language, culture, and
religious traditions” (2000, 21). Following the Second Vatican Council’s introduction of
the vernacular and its encouragement of lay participation in the Mass, Vietnamese
Catholics have become more active in both America and in Vietnam. They participate in
the Vietnamese liturgy at Rev. Truong’s Florida parish through music ministry, scripture
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reading, serving at the altar, ushering, and in the life of the parish by volunteering for its
many activities and by serving on the parish council. They have been given a sense of
ownership and belonging through the liturgy of their Vietnamese community, and they
integrate willingly and joyfully with the rest of the parish’s communities, working
alongside English-speaking and Hispanic groups. “Here in the U.S.,” Rev. Truong
explains, “Vietnamese Catholics are challenged. They are challenged to stand out, to
contribute, to be responsible” (2011).
In the practice of the Catholic faith among the Vietnamese, there is a great
emphasis on devotion as a family and as a community. Following the conclusion of the
Vietnamese Sunday Mass at Rev. Truong’s parish, the author witnessed the
congregation kneel and pray aloud in unison without the leadership of clergy. While
most other present-day Catholic congregations leave after the recessional hymn, the
practice of prayer after the liturgy is somewhat unique to the Vietnamese community.
This prayer of thanksgiving is prayed in all Vietnamese parishes, in the homeland and in
the U.S. (Truong 2011). Prayers of thanksgiving following the Mass have traditionally
been practiced following the Roman Catholic Latin liturgy; the observance has been
faithfully preserved by Vietnamese Catholics. The liturgical music of the Vietnamese
Mass reflects this dedication of Vietnamese Catholics to the practice of their faith. Their
liturgy is sung with a reverential and devoted attitude towards worship. As will be seen
in the following sections, while the musical style may appear formal to those unfamiliar
with Vietnamese language and music, it is “very natural and spontaneous” for the
Vietnamese people (Truong 2011).
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Discussion of Music for the Vietnamese Liturgy
With regard to the liturgy and its music, variances do not exist to a significant
extent between the practice of the Catholic faith in Vietnam and in the U.S. This holds
true devotionally as well – Catholic devotions such as the Stations of the Cross, the
Divine Mercy, and the special Vietnamese veneration of Our Lady of Lavang (Pfoutz
2008) are shared between Vietnamese Catholics in the U.S. and in Vietnam. The
similarity of the celebration of the Vietnamese liturgy in the U.S. to that in Vietnam
demonstrates the loyalty that the Vietnamese people have to their traditions, especially
to liturgical chant. In the U.S. and in Vietnam, there is a long tradition of Vietnamese
liturgical music in the form of chant.
The characteristic of the Vietnamese Catholic liturgy which is most striking and
distinctive is their chanting of the prayers, including the dialogues between the priest
and the congregation. Stemming from Eastern religious traditions (discussed later in this
section), they chant the prayers of the liturgy monophonically and a cappella, without
vocal or instrumental harmonic support, bringing to mind in the listener the Gregorian
chanting of the pre-Vatican II Latin Mass. This prayer style is referred to as “Ðoc kinh:”
Ðoc meaning “to read” or “recite;” “kinh” meaning a prayer or lyric poem. The
Vietnamese understand this expression as meaning “to pray with devotion” (translation
and paraphrase given by Rev. Hung Nguyen, OFM Cap., in Zaragoza’s 1995 study).
Vietnamese Catholics do not view their liturgical chant as song. It is their primary form
of prayer, intricately woven into the practice of a faith which is integral to the rhythm of
their daily lives. Catholic Vietnamese chant in this way throughout their life of prayer,
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whether in the context of the liturgy, community devotions, or their own homes.
Communities and individual families will often chant the rosary, novenas, and the
Stations of the Cross. Chanting is a form of prayer so innate to the Vietnamese that
young children, as well as elderly parishoners, will confidently intone the responsorial
psalm – a scripture reading of the Catholic liturgy – from the church ambo without
instruction or music, but with the aid of the prayer’s text alone (Zaragoza 1995).
It is because their chant is shaped by the tonal nature of their language that the
Vietnamese are able to chant without ever reading a prescribed melody. Like the
Mandarin, Cantonese, and Thai languages, Vietnamese uses a variety of pitches to
express the meanings of single-syllable words. In Vietnamese speech or chant, the same
consonant and vowel can be spoken – yet the slightest variation in pitch will
dramatically alter the word’s meaning. In order to precisely notate in Latin characters
the language’s subtle inflections of tone, five different “pitch” symbols (similar to accent
markings in Western notation) were created to add in the appropriate places in every
word. As an example, the Vietnamese word “ma” can be articulated in six distinctly
different ways through pitch variation indicated by symbols above or below the word, or
by the absence of a symbol. This single syllable can mean “mother” (má), “rice
seedling” (mạ), “ghost” (ma), “where” (mà), “tomb” (mả), or “horse” (mã).
Rufino Zaragoza, who has studied intercultural prayer extensively, maintains that
“the speech/song format of the Vietnamese in unique among Roman Catholics in the
United States,” even when compared with Catholic prayer in the tonal languages of
other cultures (1995). Vietnamese Ðoc kinh is also unique from the historical liturgical
chant of the Roman Catholic Church, for, although referring to the practice of Ðoc kinh
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as “liturgical chant” gives the impression that it shares a common character and history
with Gregorian chant, it is improbable that this style of prayer evolved from the Latin
chanting of European missionaries in Vietnam. Rev. Peter C. Phan, researcher and
historian of Vietnamese Roman Catholicism, doubts that European missionaries
introduced the practice of Ðoc kinh (Zaragoza 1995). While Gregorian chant melodies
were built using the medieval church modes – each mode consisting of seven tones – the
chant of the Vietnamese liturgy centers on five pentatonic pitches.
Five variable pitches form the core melody of most Vietnamese music, including
the more developed chants – in Western terms: a tonic note, a major third above the
tonic, a perfect fourth above the tonic (a half step above the third), a perfect fifth above
the tonic (a whole step above the fourth), and a half step below the tonic. The structure
of Vietnamese music in general, akin to that of other Eastern cultures, is based on this
pentatonic scale of five tones. The prominence of perfect intervals gives the scale an
open, balanced character. To Western ears, the inability to categorize it as being either
the traditional major or minor mode can create a perception of a hollow, other-worldly
sound.
Because fixed pitches are not commonly notated for Vietnamese prayer, a
chant’s tonal center may vary whenever a prayer is chanted. Regular fixed rhythmic
durations for each syllable give Vietnamese liturgical chant an even pulse that differs
from the supple, pliant quality of Latin chant with its neumatic and melismatic practices.
Gregorian chants are intricate, florid, and carefully crafted compositions with an
abundance of highly specific performance techniques (see Figures 5 through 8 in
Chapter 2). Catholic Vietnamese chant, in contrast, does not require training in order to
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perform but occurs spontaneously through the inherent fiber of the Vietnamese
language.
Rather than from Gregorian chant, research suggests that Ðoc kinh takes its
origins from centuries of non-Christian Vietnamese history and culture. Chant is a
common part of Vietnamese culture in secular settings as well as religious: texts are
chanted during presentations of poetry, during civic proclamations, and during the New
Year’s Tet celebration. Buddhist monks have long chanted scripture texts, prayers, and
poems in temple ceremonies. It has been estimated that the Vietnamese have chanted
poetic texts since the Chinese occupation of Vietnam from 111 B.C. to 938 A.D. During
the occupation and suppression of Vietnamese culture, the Vietnamese used a method of
retention common to Eastern cultures in order to preserve their country’s literature and
poetry: the chanting of memorized texts (Zaragoza 1995). Within a culture that did not
record language in writing until the Chinese implemented the characters of their
alphabet (Alexandre de Rhodes, a Jesuit priest, authored the current Vietnamese
alphabet in 1624, using Latin characters), this Eastern tradition of the intonation of texts
would translate naturally into the prayers of the Roman Catholic liturgy (The Religions
of South Vietnam in Faith and Fact 1967, 37). Following the post-Vatican II translation
of the Latin liturgy into the Vietnamese vernacular, the instinctive prayer style of Ðoc
kinh assumed a central role in the lives of Catholic Vietnamese.
Richard A. Smith, in an article on Gregorian chant in the liturgy, speaks of the
need “to engage the entire congregation fully in the speech of worship, both spoken and
sung.” Referring to the practice of chanting among Christians throughout history, he
points out that “before the Reformation, scripture was never read in worship in a normal
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speaking voice. All the words of worship were chanted or intoned, both for reasons of
audibility and to set apart the sacred text from mundane speech. While such chanting
was not referred to as ‘music’ early on, in our culture it is” (Smith 2006, 49). Western
ears will instinctively label Vietnamese chanting as a form of music, yet Catholic
Vietnamese do not view their chanted prayer in this way. The musical character of their
prayer occurs without the conscious acts of composing or rehearsing, for the singing
quality of their tonal language unites effortlessly with the proclamation of liturgical
prayer. As spoken by Zaragoza in his 1995 study The Sacred Sound of Ðoc Kinh, “by
the inherent musicality of their culture, the Vietnamese [have] captured the intended
lyrical quality of the liturgy.”
The Vietnamese Mass celebrated by Rev. Peter Truong at his parish of St.
Thomas More in Boynton Beach, FL (attended by the author on Sunday, January 30,
2011) is representative of Vietnamese Masses celebrated everywhere, as studies show
that tradition is maintained with great fidelity from parish to parish as well as from
country to country (Zaragoza 1995). The uniform rhythm of Vietnamese chant reflects
the sober, devout attitude of the Vietnamese people in worship. The people at worship
do not move and interact with one another as they do during the Mass in Hispanic,
Portuguese, or contemporary American cultures. The congregation is highly attentative
throughout the liturgy, and soberly reverent in their worship. While North, Central, and
South American cultures will often begin speaking with one another in the pews after
the conclusion of the liturgy, the Vietnamese do not speak to one another near the
sanctuary. After their prayer of thanksgiving following the Mass, the people leave the
church silently, visiting with one another once they have left the church building.
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In the Vietnamese liturgy, the “presider is a leader of sung prayer,” intoning the
prayers in which the congregation joins or to which they respond throughout the liturgy
(Zaragoza 1995). As a Catholic priest, Rev. Truong has a sacred and leading role in the
music of the Vietnamese Mass. He feels that music currently plays a larger role in the
Vietnamese Mass in America than in the American English Mass. “The lives of the
Vietnamese people are very much shaped by music. In the liturgical life of the church,
where music shapes prayer, the music leader must realize the important role music plays.
If the people hear a different music than their own, it is like a food that tastes strange”
(Truong 2011). Having the language and music of their culture as part of the Mass helps
to make the experience of the faith for Vietnamese Catholics more alive and personal
than it would be in the absence of these cultural features. It allows them to join more
authentically with other Catholics and with Vietnamese families in their communities.
Through music, the people form a unified community, embracing and valuing others of
different cultures because they have been shown honor for their own (Truong 2011).
As explained by Rev. Truong in an interview on March 14, 2011, “[Vietnamese]
speech itself is also music. Music and chanting draw you into intimacy with God. It is
very natural to [the Vietnamese] people to sing and chant.” The tonal nature of the
Vietnamese language gives a character of devotion, care, and balance to the liturgy.
Every word, formed in a certain way, lends to the artistic flow of worship through both
movements and music (chant). A great sense of unity permeates the Vietnamese Mass,
created especially through the many voices joined in chant. The faithful chant as one
voice, one body, offering one common prayer.
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An Examination of Musical Selections from a Vietnamese Mass Setting
In the past, Vietnamese liturgical chant has been handed down as an oral
tradition from one generation to another. Today, particularly in the U.S., it is becoming
common for Vietnamese liturgical music for the Mass to be notated and even formally
composed, as are the examples in this section. Until the early 17th century, no
Vietnamese music had been notated. With the introduction of Western culture into
Vietnam, the previously exclusively oral musical tradition was notated for the first time.
In order to accomplish this, Western musical notation was used. Although intervals and
values can be reproduced on paper, the Vietnamese language’s subtle yet distinct dips,
slurs, and inflections – which affect the tones of chant – are not possible to capture in
notation. Thus, performance practice must be considered when studying the musical
examples presented in this section.
This Mass setting was composed by Hải Nguyễn – a prolific composer of
Vietnamese Catholic music. In these selections (Figures 16-19) from his setting Bộ Lễ
Tây Nguyên, Nguyễn has depicted in notation the monophonic Ðoc kinh chanting of the
Vietnamese liturgy (2007). The absence of a second staff (the bass staff) or chord
symbols distinguishes this setting as an a cappella vocal setting – in this case, a set of
chants. While Western instruments as well as traditional Vietnamese are incorporated
into the Mass during the singing of hymns, the prayers of the liturgy are chanted without
accompaniment.
Characteristics of Vietnamese liturgical chant are present in the examples
studied: a limited range of pitches forming the pentatonic scale and a regular, even
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pulse. Nguyễn has chosen the meter signature of 2/4 for each prayer setting presented
here. This meter, often chosen for marches, enables the music to progress with the
steady pulse common to Ðoc kinh. Unlike the elastic, fluid nature of Latin chant, the
rhythm of Vietnamese chant is steady, with phrase endings indicated through silent
pauses. The use of 2/4 meter also divides the music into short phrases, in keeping with
the monosyllabic character of the language of the prayers.
Almost every syllable in the following chants is given a single pitch – with one
word occasionally given two notes, yet never more. Thus the chant setting, like all
Vietnamese liturgical chant, is syllabic in nature and slightly neumatic at times. A
melismatic setting of a Vietnamese prayer would run against the nature of the language,
and would construe the projection of the words’ meanings. The sentences follow a rising
and falling melodic contour, ascending in pitch at the beginning of each sentence and
descending in pitch at the sentence’s conclusion. The melodic form of each chant is
formed through the various inflections of Vietnamese speech, in accord with the tonal
character of the words being sung.
The melody of the first chant presented, Kinh thương xót (Figure 16), the Kyrie,
is formulaic in character. An identical pitch pattern is used for the repetition of each
phrase, with the exception of the final repetition. In the first and last phrase – “Xin Chúa
thương xót chúng con” (“May God have mercy on us”) – the penitent longing of the
faithful is expressed through a rising line which reaches its highest point on “Chúa”
(God, Creator), remaining on and just below third-space C and then descending to the
starting pitch of G, as the words implore God’s mercy to descend upon His children.
During the second invocation, “Xin Chúa Ki-tô thương xót chúng con” (“May Christ
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have mercy on us”), the chant’s melody moves to a lower register, expressing penitence
and reverence. The use of a lower pitch range when addressing God the Son by name
occurs throughout Hải Nguyễn’s prayer settings in his Bộ Lễ Tây Nguyên Mass. The
lower register is also used for this chant’s final cadence, indicating the prayer’s
conclusion.
This prayer is chanted in call-and-response style. The first phrase, which ends on
the sustained G in the fourth and fifth measures – a half note tied to a quarter – is
chanted by the priest alone. In many other cultures, the cantor would have the role of
leading in song; in the Vietnamese culture, the priest leads the people in chant
throughout the liturgy. The congregation then responds by repeating the phrase. This
occurs three times, for each of the prayer’s three invocations.
The notes used throughout the chant outline a pentatonic scale of five tones, as
do the pitches of every prayer in this musical setting of the liturgy. Vietnamese music –
although notated here using traditional Western notation – does not function within the
Western major-minor tonal system. Although (as in Western music) the octave is
divided into 12 tones with a half step between each tone, certain pitches of the octave are
omitted in Vietnamese music, leaving only five tones (Truong 2011). In keeping with
common practice in Vietnamese and Eastern music in general, pitches chosen for the
following Vietnamese Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei are taken from a
pentatonic scale built on E, F, G, B, and C, and are the only pitches used throughout the
entire Bộ Lễ Tây Nguyên Mass.
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Figure 16. Vietnamese Kyrie, Bộ Lễ Tây Nguyên (Nguyễn, 2007).

The repeated pattern and call-and-response style enables the effortless
recollection of the tune, facilitating congregational singing. Whether a parishioner is
musically gifted or a mediocre singer, the prayer can be easily chanted within a
comfortable range. The chant’s tonal center, as well as that of any Vietnamese chant, can
easily be altered simply by beginning the chant on a different pitch. Ðoc kinh chanting
does not require fixed pitches, but operates through relative pitch (a consistent
measurement of intervals between the notes). In practice, the beginning pitch of any
prayer is variable and intoned during the liturgy by the priest as he leads the Vietnamese
congregation in worship through chant.
It is interesting to note that the pitches of a certain chant will vary from one
Vietnamese community to another, depending on which part of Vietnam the community
resides in, or on which part of the country it immigrated from. Northern and southern
accents affect the performance of Vietnamese chant, in which “text and tone are
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continually wedded” (Zaragoza 1995). Resulting from the large immigration of southern
Vietnamese Catholics fleeing Communism, the southern style of Vietnamese chant is
most common in the U.S.
The contour of this chant’s melody is shaped naturally through the tonal
inflections of the Vietnamese language. As in all Vietnamese liturgical chant, there is no
slowing or accelerating during the chanting of the prayer (Zaragoza 1995). To some
Western ears, this may sound rigid, but for the Vietnamese people, it is a strong
expression of unwavering devotion. A pause indicates the conclusion of each phrase.
Kinh Vinh Danh, the Gloria (Figure 17), is the Church’s great hymn of praise.
Because it is one of the longest congregational prayers of the liturgy, Nguyễn has
incorporated fewer long note values as well as fewer pauses, when compared with the
Kyrie. This allows the prayer to move more swiftly, imparting a livelier character
befitting a song of praise. The first phrase, “Vinh danh Thiên Chúa trên các tầng trời”
(“Glory to God in the heavens”), follows a melodic line almost identical to that of the
first phrase of the Kyrie. Because of the limited pitch inventory, sections of these chants
often sound similar. This contributes to a sense of unity and continuity through the
course of the liturgy. The melody is new for the second phrase, “Và bình an dưới thế cho
người thiện tâm” (“and peace on earth for people of good will”). The next section’s
inclusion of sixteenth notes gives a feeling of exaltation to the short exclamations of
praise occurring in the third line: “We praise God… we adore God, we honor God, we
thank the Lord for the glory of God is great.” An eighth note rest separates each
exclamation, creating a “choppy” melody unusual in Western congregational
composition yet natural to the monosyllabic Vietnamese language.
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As can be seen from an examination of the chant’s first phrase, “Chúa” is again
given the highest note in the chant, as was done in the Kyrie. Throughout Nguyễn’s
Mass setting, this word – the Vietnamese for “God, Creator” – is often given the highest
pitch and a longer value than other mid-phrase notes. Through the people’s worship, this
gesture expresses the Lord’s power and glory.

Figure 17. Vietnamese Gloria (excerpt), Bộ Lễ Tây Nguyên (Nguyễn, 2007).

In the third measure of the excerpt’s last line, on the words “Con Một” –
meaning “only child” – the melody descends with great adoration into a very low
register, the lowest of the chant. This is a point of intense reverence in the prayer. The
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melody continues in this low register through the words “Lạy Con Một Thiên Chúa,
Chúa Giê-Su Ki-tô” (“Only son of God, Jesus Christ”). This section’s use of a low pitch
range is consistent with the second section of the Kyrie, likewise addressing the Son of
God by name. The words which immediately follow – not included in this excerpt –
invoke the Lord’s mercy, before returning again to acclamations of praise.

Figure 18. Vietnamese Sanctus, Bộ Lễ Tây Nguyên (Nguyễn, 2007).

The Vietnamese Sanctus, Thánh, Thánh, Thánh, presented in Figure 18, echoes
the heavenly hosts in this “hymn of the angels” (Latin-English Booklet Missal 2006, 29).
While many cultures and composers choose to set this prayer in a quiet, subdued
manner, this Vietnamese setting takes a different approach. The melody of the first
phrase, “Thánh, Thánh, Thánh, Chúa là Thiên Chúa các đạo binh” (“Holy, Holy, Holy,
Lord God of hosts”), emulates a trumpet call. The short exclamations of “Thánh”
(“Holy”), interspersed by eighth rests, impart a feeling of exalting proclamation. The
long last note at the end of the phrase, treble C of the fifth measure, rings in joyous
laudation. In two phrases of this prayer, the pitches reach far higher than in any of the
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other liturgical prayers presented here (measures four and five of the second line, and
measures six and seven of the final line). Both phrases, while employing varying
melodic contours, articulate the same words: ““Chúa trên các tầng trời,” the equivalent
of “Hosanna in the highest.” The use of the chant’s melodic peak is very expressive, as
the notes truly reach into the highest.

Figure 19. Vietnamese Agnus Dei, Bộ Lễ Tây Nguyên (Nguyễn, 2007).

Kinh Lạy Chiên Thiên Chúa, the Agnus Dei (Figure 19), begins in a subdued
style, in a low range, as is common among settings of this prayer in other cultures. “Lạy
Chiên Thiên Chúa” (“Lamb of God”) is sung to the same low melodic pattern for the
first two repetitions: measures one and two, and measures three and four of the second
line. But the brief prayer changes in tone as the pitches rise and note values decrease,
intensifying the people’s ardent plea for mercy. In the third repetition of the phrase “Lạy
Chiên Thiên Chúa” (measures four and five of line three), the rhythm changes and the
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notes rise in pitch, expressing the rising hope of a people asking God to grant them
peace. In contrast to most Agnus Dei settings, which conclude softly and with a marked
descent, the very last words of this setting – “xin ban bình an cho chúng con” (“grant
peace to us”) – are sung entreatingly in the highest register of the chant. The final notes
of this last phrase are similar to the final notes of the Vietnamese Sanctus in Figure 18.
The unifying affect of this related melodic material gives continuity to the setting’s
liturgical prayers.

Summary of Vietnamese Music for the Roman Catholic Liturgy

Catholic Vietnamese, through the Ðoc kinh tradition of chanting the prayers of
the liturgy, have created and cultivated a musical expression of faith that is very distinct
among the many styles of worship in the Roman Catholic Church. Their liturgical chant
fabricates through tone the vibrations of a “non-Western sonic world” (Zaragoza 1995).
Although categorized as music within the pages of a study which takes a Western
approach, their liturgical chant is as natural to the Vietnamese people as speech itself.
For the Vietnamese Catholic, Ðoc kinh is perhaps even more natural than speech, as it
draws the soul in prayer towards “Chúa,” its maker.
The practice of their faith through native language and music in the liturgy is a
source of strength, assurance, and devotion for Catholic Vietnamese. As supported by
Rev. Truong in the author’s 2011 interview, by Zaragoza in his 1995 study, by the
author in her visits to Vietnamese Catholic communities, and by other researches,
Vietnamese Catholics in the U.S. are more eager to integrate with Catholics of all
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ethnicities and with American and world cultures at large when their unique ethnic
expressions of faith are welcomed within the Church. Enabled its fullest expression
within the liturgy through song (chant), their faith is renewed and nourished to be shared
with the wider community, cultivating unity through ethnic diversity.

Philippine Music for the Roman Catholic Liturgy

The Philippine musical tradition is composed of a unique combination of Eastern
and Western practices. In Philippine musical compositions for the prayers of the Roman
Catholic liturgy, both formally and informally composed, Western styles are most
prominently expressed. This is due largely to the country’s history of colonization by
Western nations, which will be discussed below before progressing to a study and
analysis of Philippine liturgical music.

Discussion of Roman Catholicism and Philippine Culture in the Philippines and in
the U.S.

With regard to Roman Catholicism and Christianity as a whole, the Philippines
are unique in the continent of Asia. With a 1989 Catholic population of 82 percent –
Protestant, Muslim, Buddhist, and Taoist religions constituting the remaining minority
(Library of Congress 1991, sec. 13) – the Philippines is the only Asian country with a
predominantly Christian population (Miller 1982). Yet the official Asian categorization
of the Philippines can be somewhat misleading, as the country itself is composed of over
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7,000 islands and is detached from the Southeast Asian mainland. The unification of
these Pacific islands into one archipelagic state occurred through Spanish occupation
during the 16th century after the arrival of Miguel Lopez de Legaspi in 1565. It was also
through the Spanish that Roman Catholicism was introduced into Philippine culture
(Palatino 2009).
Prior to Spanish colonization, an indigenous polytheistic religion was practiced
by the majority of the Philippine people. In order to bring good weather and harvest,
sacrifices and incantations were made to spirits believed to inhabit human and natural
dwelling places such as sky, field, forest, mountains, streams, garden, and home. When
Roman Catholicism began to be practiced by Filipinos through the establishment of
Augustinian, Dominican, Franciscan, and Jesuit Spanish missions in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, the new religion did not eliminate native practices but instead
integrated them with traditional Catholic practices. The Mass, saints, and priests took the
place of former propitiation ceremonies, spirits, and shamans (Library of Congress 1991,
sec. 8). During Spanish colonization, many native Filipinos resettled into pueblos where
the rhythm of daily life was patterned by the merging of cultural celebrations with the
Church’s liturgical seasons. Physically and figuratively, the center of every pueblo
community was the Catholic church (Miller 1982). This adaptation and synthesis of
religious practices has resulted in Philippine Catholicism’s distinctive cultural character.
Of the Asian countries, the Philippine people were the last to immigrate to the
U.S. – immigrating in significant numbers for the first time in the 1920s. Young Filipino
men represented the majority of early immigrants, drawn primarily by educational
opportunities and earning their livelihoods through migrant work (Burma 1951/1952).
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Amid today’s modern American society, Catholic Philippine families strive to preserve
their faith-centered way of life. In the U.S. the Philippine people form strong
communities, a hallmark of which is their warm, welcoming and friendly demeanor
toward people of all cultures. For Catholic Filipinos, the faith is the core and structure of
their communities. Their practice of the Catholic faith is very concrete, expressed
through the Church’s Sacraments and devotional observances throughout their daily,
weekly, monthly and annual experiences. Many beloved folk-religious ceremonies
unique to Philippine culture are celebrated throughout the year by the entire Filipino
community of a given location. The fiesta, celebrated on the feast day of a given town or
barrio’s patron saint, always includes Mass, along with social activities such as parades,
dancing, basketball tournaments, contests, visiting, and feasting (Library of Congress
1991, sec. 11). These experiences are vital sources of spiritual strength and community
bonding for the Philippine people, both in the U.S. and in their homeland (Library of
Congress 1991, sec. 7).
Philippine Masses celebrated in the U.S. reflect the culture of their people’s
homeland. In an interview with the author on February 21, 2011, Victor Ventulan – a
native-born Filipino husband and father whose family resides in the U.S. – shared his
experiences regarding life as a Catholic in his Philippine homeland and in the U.S.
Ventulan speaks for his people and their devotion to their heritage: “We Filipinos it
seems…have an obligation and urge to continue to bring our faith and traditions
wherever we go” (2011). He and his family attend and participate in the celebration of
Philippine Masses in their American hometown, organized by the Santo Niño Devotion
of Palm Beach County. These liturgies differ very little from Masses celebrated in the
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native town of his childhood. Most Masses in the Philippines are celebrated in the native
dialect of the parish’s community, such as Cebuano, Ilongo, and Waray (a total of eleven
languages and eighty-seven dialects are indigenous to the Philippine archipelago), or in
the national Filipino language (derived from Tagalog). Many Philippine Masses are also
celebrated in English, which is the country’s second official language in addition to
Filipino (Library of Congress 1991, sec. 13). This use of native dialects, Filipino, and
English in the liturgy is mirrored in the states. The author, attending Philippine Masses
in the dioceses of Miami and Palm Beach, FL (January-June, 2011), observed the use of
English, Filipino (referred to as Tagalog), and the Cebuano dialect throughout the
liturgies.
The incorporation of Philippine languages and customs into the Catholic liturgy
is beloved to the Philippine people, especially to those who reside in the U.S. Hearing
the scriptures and praying in their native language strengthens familial and community
bonds, and cultivates a shared appreciation of their Roman Catholic heritage. Yet the
simultaneous incorporation of English into the ceremony demonstrates the hospitable
nature of the Philippine people. They are eager to share their faith with others who may
not speak their language, and they do all they can to welcome them (Ventulan 2011). For
Philippine Catholics, the faith is less a facet of their lives and more an identity. “We are
a deeply religious nation,” Ventulan explains. “The Filipino Catholics…observe a lot of
traditions.” In every Filipino home, there is an image or statue of the Santo Niño, the
Divine Mercy, and the Blessed Mother. Philippine families and communities observe
devotions every Friday to the Santo Niño, and each Wednesday celebrate Masses in
honor of the Blessed Mother. At 3:00 PM daily Philippine radio and television stations
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broadcast the Chaplet of Divine Mercy; Philippine offices and workplaces will often
pause and pray. Daily at 6:00 PM, they pray the Angelus. Speaking for his people,
Ventulan believes that these observances demonstrate “how deep rooted our Catholic
faith is. No matter where we go, near or far, our Catholic faith will be with us” (2011).

Discussion of Music for the Philippine Liturgy

Music of the Roman Catholic Philippine liturgy in the U.S. parallels that of the
Philippines. Western influence in the practice of Catholicism in the Philippines has
resulted in a musical style which translates very easily into the Western culture of the
U.S. Over the course of the country’s 300 years of Spanish colonization and American
intervention in the 1900s, the music of the Philippine Catholic liturgy has adopted the
use of traditional Western harmony and notation. At the same time, some
characteristically Filipino musical traits can be found in all Filipino liturgies. Antonio C.
Hila, in a 2003 essay on indigenous music constituting part of Tuklas Sining: Essays on
the Philippine Arts, writes:
Philippine music…today is regarded as a unique blending of two great musical
traditions – the East and the West. Being innately musical, the Filipinos, from the
earliest to contemporary times, have imbibed these traditions and have woven
their musical creations along these mainstreams of musical thought. Through
time, Philippine society has witnessed the evolution of music expressed in
different forms and stylistic nuances.
When compared with the liturgical music of the general English-speaking Americanborn population, Catholic Filipino music is particularly expressive, dramatic, and solemn
in worship. The liturgical prayers of Filipino Catholic Masses also differ from the
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majority of liturgical music in the U.S. by virtue of being sung in the national Filipino
language, as well as occasional Cebuano and other native dialects (Ventulan 2011).
In addition to the use of Filipino language and expression, Philippine liturgical
music gives precedence to the extensive use of vocals with simple instrumental
accompaniment – particularly in the form of the guitar. Large Catholic Philippine choirs
are present in every Filipino liturgy to sing the prayers of the Mass. Consisting of both
men and women, they employ a marked use of improvised, seamless vocal harmony.
Although Western instruments, such as the guitar, piano, and organ are most commonly
employed in Philippine liturgies, native folk instruments are sometimes included –
especially during the celebration of special religious and cultural feasts. These include
bamboo and coconut shell drums and the four-holed bamboo flute, as well as the 14string Philippine harp bandurria (developed from the Spanish bandurria, resembling a
large mandolin) and various idiophones such as percussion sticks (Ventulan 2011).
During the author’s attendance at a Philippine Mass at St. Bernard Catholic
Church in Sunrise, Florida (January 16, 2011), celebrating the Philippine people’s
greatest feast, many distinctive ethnic expressions were observed. Through actions,
attire, language, and music, the community honored the Santo Niño – the Child Jesus –
patron of the Philippines. Processions of young women adorned in native costume,
dancing rhythmically to the beating of drums, both preceded and followed the Mass. As
the assembly gathered to worship, children processed after the women, each child
bearing a statue of the Santo Niño which he or she placed before the altar. The people of
the congregation were dressed in their best, some of which included traditional
Philippine clothing such as the men’s Barong Tagalog (a sheer upper garment with
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elaborate handwork design reaching slightly below the waist), and the women’s
Philippine dresses with characteristic enlarged sleeves at the shoulder. Everyone present
sang in the Filipino language, with great attentiveness to the Mass and with a strong
sense of familial warmth. Their commitment to family and faith was eloquently
expressed through their music and prayer. As described by Hila in 2003, “A people
gifted with a strong sense of musicality, the Filipinos turn to music to express their
innermost feelings. Hence, every song they sing, every instrument they play, every
music they make is a direct, almost spontaneous reflection of their hopes and longings,
frustrations and fulfillment, failures and triumphs.”
When asked about the incorporation of Philippine music into the prayers of the
Catholic liturgy, Ventulan highlighted its power to enkindle memories from their native
land. Singing the prayers in their native language and with their particular stylistic
features reminds Filipinos of their commitment to the practice of their faith through
devotions and Christian charity. “Liturgical music is a big part of our practice as
Catholics. We love music and Filipinos by nature are music-loving people” (Ventulan
2011).

An Examination of Musical Selections from a Filipino Mass Setting

The greater number of Philippine liturgical settings are composed by Filipino
music directors and Filipino priests, and improvised by the musicians in the parish music
ministry. Chet Canoi, leader of the Philippine music ministry at Holy Family Catholic
Church in Port St. Lucie, Florida, retains the melody and harmonies of the parish’s
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Philippine Mass setting in his memory alone, as do the faithful members of his choir and
instrumental ensemble. Obtaining published, printed Philippine liturgical music can be a
difficult task, in comparison with the abundant availability of English settings in the
U.S. Most Philippine musical settings of the liturgy are published local to Philippine
communities and are printed only once. Unavailable from major distributors, these
settings are usually found in parish gift shops in the Philippines. The liturgical music
played and sung by Filipinos in the U.S. is largely carried with them in memory from
their homeland (Canoi 2011). Their heavy reliance on memory and improvisation may
stem from the Philippine people’s indigenous musical traditions of vocal and
instrumental improvisation among tribal peoples in the archipelago (Hila 2003).
For Filipino musicians who prefer printed music, one of the most valuable
resources for Philippine liturgical music operates from Atlanta, Georgia. Magsimbá
Press publishes Roman Catholic Philippine music for use in U.S. parishes in the form of
a Filipino hymnal and CD-ROMs. Mass settings published in this hymnal include Misa
Banál na Espíritú (“Mass of the Holy Spirit”), Misa Muling Pagkabuhay (“Mass of the
Resurrection”), and Misa Banal na Santatlo (“Mass of the Holy Trinity”), all of which
were composed by Victor Elcar Romero, editor of the Magsimbá: Filipino Hymnal. The
publication also includes Misa Ng Bagong Milenyo (“Mass of the New Millennium”), a
setting provided by the Jesuit Communications Foundation (Romero 2006, 97-123). The
Philippine Mass setting selections presented in this study are taken from Romero’s Misa
Banál na Espíritú.
Panginoón, Kaawaán Mo Kamí, the Kyrie (Figure 20), is a very reflective setting
of this penitential prayer. Labeled andante, a traditional Italian term indicating a very
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moderate walking speed (Apel 1969, 37), it is flowing and soothing in character.
Harmonies above the musical staff indicate chords for guitar accompaniment. The
harmonic progressions are very simple and follow traditional Western compositional
practice. The first section of the Kyrie, in D minor, employs only the key’s three primary
chords: the tonic (D minor), dominant (A major), and subdominant (G minor). This
opening section’s use of the minor mode – commonly associated with darkness, sadness,
and longing – expresses the yearning of the people for the Father’s favor and
forgiveness: “Panginoón, kaawaán mo kamí” (“Lord, have mercy”).
The threefold repetition of each line of this plea, which is not included in the
original spoken prayer and is rarely seen in the liturgical settings of other cultures, is
very common in Philippine musical settings of the Kyrie (Romero 2006, 97-99). An
examination of the text in Figure 20 will reveal that within each of the prayer’s three
sections (“Lord have mercy,” “Christ have mercy,” “Lord have mercy”), the
supplication for mercy is repeated three times, with the final repetition deviating to also
repeat the name “Panginoón” (“Lord”) or “Kristo” (“Christ”) three times. The extensive
use of the number three throughout the prayer is an application of a scriptural tradition in
veneration of the three persons of the Holy Trinity – God the Father, God the Son, and
God the Holy Spirit.
The composer creates a highly expressive transition to the prayer’s middle
section through the use of modulation. As the dark key of D minor gives way to its
bright parallel major (measure one of the third line), the shift in key conveys the
Philippine people’s hope and trust in the Lord’s mercy. The melody of the prayer’s
second section, now in D major, entreats God the Son (“Kristo”) in gentle thirds, the
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third being a very Western interval beloved to consonant two-part harmonic
composition. Throughout the unfolding of this section’s vocal harmonies, the intervals
never deviate from the major or minor third – another Trinitarian gesture of devotion
and honor. As in the opening section, the melody rises for each repetition of the
supplication. This melodic ascent is particularly moving, as it occurs consistently
throughout the prayer when addressing the Lord by name (“Panginoón,” “Kristo”).
Smaller notes in this section suggest accompaniment lines for flute or other melodic
instruments.
The perfectly balanced form of this Kyrie setting reaches its completion with a
return to the opening section (follow the D.S. al Fine at the end of the last line to the Slike symbol above the first line), which now addresses the third person of the Trinity –
God the Holy Spirit. The music’s return to the minor mode once again harkens to the
people’s sorrow for their sins and their need for the Lord’s forgiveness.
This setting of Papurì sa Diyós, the Gloria (excerpt in Figure 21), moves
between the major and minor modes four times, in relation to the text being sung. Each
time, approximately simultaneous with the key change, is a change in meter. Whenever
the key of D major is used, the meter signature is ¾ (three beats per measure). This
results in a lilting, waltz-like feel appropriate for a joyful text. The meter signature of
common time (four beats per measure, indicated by a capital C) is used for the minor
sections, imparting a more measured and sober character in keeping with the text being
set.
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Figure 20. Filipino Kyrie, Misa Banál na Espíritú (Romero 2005).
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While many cultures will set the Gloria in an upbeat fashion encouraging
exultation, the Philippine style is one of lyricism and reflection. Rather than a fast
tempo, a moderato (moderate) speed is indicated (Apel 1969, 535). Romero has chosen
to give the first line of text – “Papurì sa D’yós sa kaitaasan!” (Glory to God in the
highest”) to the “pari” (priest) alone, with the congregation (“mang-aawit,” singers)
joining in on the second line. The opening section’s bright major mode and lilting
eighth-note-quarter-note patterns (the first four lines and the first two measures of line
five) generate a sense of peaceful gratitude as the people sing the Lord’s praises.
The first meter change occurs in the third measure of line five, as the number of
beats in each measure moves from three to four. The key change to D minor occurs
shortly thereafter, as the prayer shifts from acclamations of praise to a section invoking
the Lord’s mercy. The continuity of expression throughout this Mass setting is apparent
when comparing the Gloria with Kyrie (Figure 20). The Kyrie, like the minor-mode
sections of the Gloria, is also set in common time and is primarily in the key of D minor.
Throughout the setting, melodies and harmonies are expressively crafted in their
simplicity. They support the most distinctive characteristic of Philippine liturgical
music: the choir. Voices blend as one through two-part harmonies of thirds, fourths, and
fifths, with the men generally taking the lower melodic line and the women the upper
line. Choral singing is a highlight of Philippine communities and liturgies. Whereas in
other cultures, such as Haitian and Hispanic, the aesthetic sound includes the recognition
of individual voices within the choir, voices within Philippine choirs are virtually
indistinguishable from one another (Canoi 2011).
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Figure 21. Filipino Gloria (excerpt), Misa Banál na Espíritú (Romero 2005).
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Figure 22’s setting of the Sanctus – Santo, Santo, Santo – in keeping with
Philippine liturgical style, is a fluid, contemplative setting in ¾ time. Although the
example opens in the key of E minor, accidentals not pertaining to this key are employed
beginning in the second measure of the third line (G-sharp, then later C-sharp and Dsharp). This alteration of harmonies moves the dark-toned minor mode into the colorful
parallel major mode of E major for the words: “Napupunó ang langit at lupá ng
kadakilaan mo, Osana sa kaitaasan!” (“You fill heaven and earth with your glory,
Hosanna in the highest!”).
In the second section, beginning after the repeat sign in line five, the key changes
to G major – the relative major of the initial E minor key. The mood is relaxed and
reverent; the words sung are “Pinagpalá ang naparirito sa ngalan ng Panginoón:”
“Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord.” A rising eighth-note melodic figure
is used whenever the name of the Lord “Panginoón” is sung (measures one and two of
line two, and measures two and three of line six). When the words “Osana sa kaitaasan!”
occur a second time (the last line of the prayer), a melodic contour similar to their first
articulation is used (compare to the same text in the example’s fourth line). In addition –
as in the first musical configuration of these words – the mode moves from minor to
major. This modal shift, expressing light breaking through darkness, symbolizes the
light that Christ brings into the lives of the Catholic Filipino people through his
redemptive act of salvation, as he had to the Hebrew people who first voiced these
words of praise during his entrance into Jerusalem before his passion and death (Roman
Catholic Sunday Missal Booklet 2007, 27).
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Figure 22. Filipino Sanctus, Misa Banál na Espíritú (Romero 2005).
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The last example of Philippine music for the liturgy studied here is the Kordero
ng Diyós, the Agnus Dei (Figure 23). This Agnus Dei setting resembles a pleasant,
lyrical Spanish folk tune. It is composed of three sections, each of which correspond to
one of the prayer’s three sentences. The first section consists of the words “Kordero ng
D’yós na nagaalís ng manga kasalanan ng sanlibután, maawá ka sa amin:” “Lamb of
God, who takes away the sin of the world, have mercy on us.” Again employing a
moderato tempo and ¾ meter, the opening section is in the key of G major.
An unusual gesture occurs in the second section as it moves to the relative minor
(E minor, in measure five of line three). Only in very rare cases do Catholic liturgical
music composers of other cultures choose to set this second section differently than the
first. The sentence being a direct textual repetition of the first section, it is generally
common to set it identically to the first section. However, among Filipino composers,
this change of mood and melody is commonly presented in the second part of the Agnus
Dei (Romero 2006, 120-123). This shift to the minor mode for the same words that have
just been sung in the major may be intended to move those in prayer to meditation on
their need for mercy, while the final return to major for the third sentence (line six)
seems to impart the peaceful assurance of a people who rely on the compassion of a
forgiving God. The concluding words “ipagkaloób mo sa amin ang kapayapaan” (“grant
us peace”) are expressed here not as an ardent plea, but as a gentle offer of childlike
trust. This Agnus Dei setting’s classic ABA form of major-minor-major produces a
rounded, balanced quality, reinforcing its folk song semblance.
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Figure 23. Filipino Agnus Dei (excerpt), Misa Banál na Espíritú (Romero 2005).
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Summary of Filipino Music for the Roman Catholic Liturgy
The inclusion of the Filipino language and style in liturgies celebrated within the
U.S. is cherished by Philippine Catholics. As spoken by Victor Ventulan on February
21, 2011,
Our Catholic faith has always been alive in our hearts and in our minds,
moreover it becomes more personal if we sing it in our native language because
it brings back memories about our country, and how blessed we are as a people
because of the faith and the special relationship we have with our Lord Jesus and
the Blessed Mother. It helps tremendously in uniting us as a people and most
importantly [in our] practice of Catholic faith.
An appreciation for lyricism, consonant harmonies, and community singing is a
hallmark of Philippine liturgical music. Welcoming these characteristics, along with the
Philippine people’s native tongue, into the liturgy of the Roman Catholic Church
increases the Church’s diversity. At the same time, the strengthening of a generous faith
and the bonding of the Church community increases its unity, harmony, and solidarity.

Latin American Music for the Roman Catholic Liturgy

The unique blending of the Roman Catholic faith, introduced by the Spanish,
with the indigenous practices of native peoples has been perhaps the largest contributor
to the Latin American cultural identity (Larrain 2009, 92). Through the culture’s
growing variety of music for the liturgy, its identity is given dynamic expression. This
section of the study covers liturgies in the three primary non-English languages of Latin
America: Spanish, Portuguese, and Haitian Creole.
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Discussion of Roman Catholicism and Latin American Culture in Latin America and
in the U.S.

Rich in styles and tradition, Latin America consists of over 25 countries
extending from the northern Mexican border to the southern tip of Argentina (Peracchi
1994, 73). While including people of many faiths, Latin America is widely known for its
predominantly Roman Catholic population. With its many different countries, traditions,
and ethnic influences, the diverse peoples of Latin America have a common and
enduring history of Catholicism. The inception of the Roman Catholic faith in this
region can be traced to as early as 1492. For three centuries – from 1492 to 1810 – the
Spanish and Portuguese colonized the countries of Latin America, bringing with them
their strong Catholic faith (Larrain 2009, 88). In its organization of the agricultural cycle
by the seasons of the liturgical calendar, as well as its expression of faith through rites
and ceremony, Spanish Catholicism had many parallels with the ancient ritualistic
religion of the Native Americans. These familiar emphases enabled the widespread
adoption of the Catholic faith by Latin American natives from the 16th through 17th
century (Larrain 2009, 92). The countries of Peru, Guatemala, Bolivia, and Mexico,
which have substantial Native American populations, continue to integrate Roman
Catholic and ancient native practices. Through religious and civic holidays, as well as
the celebration of feast days honoring saints and miracles, elements of both Catholic and
Native American traditions are expressed (Jones 1994, 50). The prevalence of
Catholicism in Latin America is illustrated by its people’s great devotion to the Blessed
Virgin, with each country honoring and celebrating her under a particular name. In
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Mexico, she is “Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe” (Our Lady of Guadalupe), in Puerto
Rico, “Nuestra Señora de la Providecia” (Our Lady of Providence), in Cuba, “La Virgen
de la Caridad” (The Virgin of Charity). Since the time of Spanish and Portuguese
colonization, Latin America has continued to exhibit “a real Catholic substratum”
(Morandé 1984, 139) which is expressed through its countries’ many cultures and ethnic
groups.
The numerous languages of Latin America reflect the region’s cultural and ethnic
diversity. An abundance of Native American tribal languages are spoken by its peoples,
in addition to English and each country’s official languages. Eighteen of Latin
America’s independent countries were once ruled by the Spanish, and the country of
Brazil was ruled by the Portuguese. Thus, Spanish is the primary and official language
spoken in a considerable majority of Latin American countries, followed by Portuguese.
Approximately two thirds of Latin Americans speak Spanish; Portuguese is spoken by
the estimated remaining third. Latin American Spanish and Portuguese differ from that
of Spain and Portugal in accent, rhythm, and speech pattern, as does the Haitian French
from that of France. While the official language of Haiti, French Guiana, and Caribbean
islands of Martinique and Guadeloupe is French, the Haitian form – known as Haitian
Creole – differs in pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar (Jones 1994, 49-50). This is
due the influence on the language by the many Latin Americans of African ethnicity,
whose ancestors were brought to work in the mines and plantations of the West Indies
and South America in the 1600 through 1800s (Peracchi 1994, 73-74). A discussion of
Brazilian and Haitian liturgies, in the Portuguese and Haitian Creole languages, takes
place before the conclusion of this study’s Latin American section. Because of the
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Spanish language’s prevalence in both Latin America and in the U.S., music for the
liturgy in Spanish is the focus of the following two subsections.

Discussion of Music for the Liturgy in the Spanish Language

In Latin American music, three musical worlds come together: Native American,
European (Spanish and Portuguese), and African. The music of the Aztec, Mayan, and
Incan Native Americans in Mexico, Central America, Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador was
pentatonic, using five tones akin to the Vietnamese music discussed in this study. Native
instruments included bone scrapers and shakers, wood and bronze bells, wood skin
drums, reed pipes and panpipes, ocarinas, and wood and gourd marimbas. Modern
adaptations of these instruments are still common and distinctive of a Latin American
musical style. European instruments appeared with Spanish and Portuguese colonization,
during which the lute, guitar, and violin became part of the region’s growing palette of
sound. African elements, such as great emphasis on rhythm and movement, flourished
and were infused into the Latin American musical tradition after the 1500s (Peracchi
1994, 73-74).
A musical style distinct to each country in Latin America has developed
subsequent to its gaining independence in the 1800s. Every country’s style is a mirror of
its particular ethnic makeup. The national dances of Chile, Colombia, Venezuela,
Mexico, and Argentina have strong Spanish influences, while those of Brazil, Cuba,
Puerto Rico, Trinidad, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic reflect African musical styles
(Peracchi 1994, 74). Movements, gestures, and steps specific to each country accompany
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its respective songs and dances. Among these many forms of musical expression, while
not specifically liturgical, is a strong sacred tradition. From the earliest times of the
ancient native peoples, music and prayer have intertwined within the lives of Latin
Americans (Arturo J. Pérez 1994, 381-382). This discussion focuses on sacred musical
traditions cultivated among Latin America’s Spanish-speaking countries.
The introduction of Latin American musical style into the Roman Catholic
liturgy occurred after the Second Vatican Council, with the translation of the liturgy into
Spanish, Portuguese, Haitian Creole and indigenous vernacular languages. Spanishspeaking Catholics in general responded eagerly and readily to the incorporation of their
culture’s music in the Mass. They embraced the opportunity to pray in their native
tongue, and to honor their cultural heritage in union with their heritage of faith.
However, producing and publishing uniform, quality liturgical music for the Spanish
liturgy has been a slowly evolving process within the U.S., and almost nonexistent in
Latin America. This is chiefly due to Latin America’s largely unwritten musical
tradition.
While English-language cultures responded to Vatican II with new, formally
composed musical settings, Spanish-speaking Latin American cultures did not have the
immediate resources for or initial resolve to hire trained musicians to compose for and to
lead their music for the liturgy. Following the initiation of vernacular liturgies, these
parishes formed their own music ministries comprised principally of volunteers. Most
Latin American church musicians were folk musicians proficient in the skill of
improvisation, playing and singing by ear rather than reading music. Because the genres
of folk and popular music were familiar to them, they began to incorporate these styles
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into the Mass (Arturo J. Pérez 1994, 389-390). This has resulted in some inadequate and
unsuitable music for the liturgy. Professional vocalist, church musician, and LatinAmerican born Roman Catholic Javier Ivan Diaz, in an interview by the author on
March 13, 2011, shared his experiences with inappropriate music for the liturgy in
Spanish. He has seen and heard secular-style songs substituted for the actual text of the
liturgical prayers: a song incorporating the word “holy” used in place of the Sanctus, and
another with the word “alleluia” in place of the text of the Gospel acclamation. As
discussed in Chapter 2, the liturgical prayers of the Mass – such as the Kyrie, Gloria,
Sanctus, and Agnus Dei – developed from passages of Christian scripture and the early
prayers of the Apostolic Fathers soon after the birth of the Roman Catholic Church.
Their misuse or non-use, as discussed in Chapter 3, detracts from the worship of the
faithful within the Holy Mass – the Church’s greatest prayer. Diaz and Arturo Pérez,
Roman Catholic author, priest, and pastor of a Hispanic community, both described
conversations with Hispanic parishioners regarding their parishioners’ difficulty praying
when distracted by unfitting music in the liturgy (Diaz 2011 and Arturo J. Pérez 1994,
360).
At the same time, some Spanish-speaking communities, especially in the U.S.,
committed great care to cultivating authentic liturgical music within the Mass. Although
incorrect or insufficient music for liturgies in Spanish continues to be a problem in some
communities – particularly in Latin America – the situation has been and continues to be
addressed by a growing number of published, quality liturgical settings, and by the
attention of Spanish-speaking communities to employing leaders for their music
ministries who are knowledgeable in the liturgy’s sacred form. While, early on, the
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production of liturgical music scores was local to Latin American parishes or imported
from Spain, the number of formally composed Masses has been steadily rising from
some of the United States’ largest publishers of music for the liturgy (Arturo J. Pérez
1994, 389). The largest Latin American influences upon published music for the liturgy
in the Spanish language have been from the countries of Puerto Rica and Cuba.
Spaniard Angel Pérez and Puerto Ricans Pedro Escabi and Rev. William
Loperena were three pioneer composers of post-Vatican II Hispanic liturgical music, all
strongly influenced by the musical styles of Puerto Rico. Loperena’s Misa Jibara,
composed within a year of the publication of the Vatican’s Constitution on the Sacred
Liturgy, incorporates the rhythms of traditional Puerto Rican music. Angel Pérez’s Misa
Hispana includes the various ethnic musical styles of the New York Puerto Rican
community in which he resided. Escabi’s Misa en la menor utilized Puerto Rican
popular melodies and was scored for the country’s traditional instruments, including the
guitar and the cuatro. Until roughly the early 1970s, these settings were used within
Spanish-speaking communities in Latin American and in the U.S. (Arturo J. Pérez 1994,
386). In the 1980s and 90s, the Southeast Pastoral Institute (SEPI) along with the Office
of Worship and Spiritual Life worked to develop programs on music in the liturgy at
Barry University in Miami, researching different musical styles and their application in
the Mass. Their study included music in the Caribbean style of Cuba, leading to the
publication of Cuba canta al Señor, a large collection of Cuban liturgical music, in
1992. In 2000 Oregon Catholic Press (OCP), which, along with World Library
Publications (WLP), is one of the principal distributors of Hispanic liturgical music in
the U.S., published Perla Moré’s Misa Cubana. This setting is found in OCP’s extensive
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and widely-used Hispanic liturgical music hymnal Flor y Canto, and will be studied in
the following subsection. The Flor y Canto also includes, among other settings, Mary
Frances Reza’s Misa San José, Carlos Rosas’ Misa Rosas del Tepeyac, Rufino
Zaragoza’s Misa Juan Diego, Jaime Cortez’s Misa San Pablo, Juan J. Sosa’s Misa de la
Aurora, Bob Hurd’s Misa del Pueblo Inmigrante, Alejandro Mejia’s Misa Melódica, and
the Misa Hispana, which is set to popular Latin American melodies (Limb, DeBruyn,
and Straub 2001, 1-95).
The Hispanic community of St. Lucie Catholic Church in Port St. Lucie, Florida,
provides an excellent example of a strong, colorful, liturgically-sound music ministry
and an active, enthusiastic, and participative congregation. The parish’s dedication to
cultivating genuine and prayerful liturgical music correlates positively with its high
Mass attendance and with the dedication of its parishioners. Jose A. Rosado, who directs
St. Lucie’s Hispanic music ministry along with his wife Vicky, began playing the piano
at age 33 after witnessing a performance by a Philippine convert to the Catholic faith.
Rosado’s motivation for learning to play was to lead music within the Church. He now
leads one of the most vibrant music ministries the author has encountered throughout ten
years of immersion in ethnic musics of the Roman Catholic Church. The ministry has
succeeded in reproducing the flavor of the liturgical music in Rosado’s homeland of
Puerto Rico. While using the Flor y Canto publication and faithfully playing and singing
the notes given, the musicians alter the rhythm’s regular pulse to reflect the festive,
dance-like rhythms of their culture. In their recreation of the Latin American style,
Rosado’s ministry has incorporated ethnic instruments including the cuatro (a small
guitar-like instrument originally possessing four strings), the guiro (a percussion
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instrument made of a notched, hollowed gourd and rubbed with a wooden stick called a
pua), the conga (tall, slender, Cuban drums of African origin common in Latin music),
the acoustic six-stringed guitar, electric bass guitar, and tambourine, in addition to the
piano. Through the ministry’s use of ethnic instruments and their infusion of the “Puerto
Rican Latin beat” into their music for the liturgy, they bring to their people’s worship
their “roots from back home” (Rosado 2011).
Described by Arturo Pérez as “a major source of spirit and life for the Hispanic
community” (1994, 382-383), perhaps the most important part of St. Lucie’s Hispanic
music ministry is the choir. Consisting of all ages – young children by their parents’
sides, adolescents, middle-aged men and women, and elderly, St. Lucie’s Hispanic choir
is representative of the familial nature of Latin American communities. It is interesting
to note that while choirs for the Mass in English are often dominated by women, an
equal number and sometimes majority of men is commonly found in Hispanic church
choirs. A highlighting feature common to all Latin American choirs is their spontaneous
incorporation of movement. Latin American song and dance are intricately intertwined,
creating a single inseparable whole which translates without conscious thought into the
music of the Hispanic liturgy (Peracchi 1994, 74). Following Vatican II, the charismatic
renewal “brought not only new music but also gestures (clapping and rhythmic moving)
to the [Hispanic] liturgy” (Arturo J. Pérez 1994, 387). Julie Gonzales, a young adult of
Ecuadorian and Colombian descent, sometimes attends the Spanish liturgy at her home
parish of St. Andrew in Coral Springs, Florida. When asked to share her experience of
the liturgy’s music, she mentioned its active character: “The Spanish Mass is quite more
lively than a traditional English Mass.” She commented that the Mass is “mastering
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music as a form to bring the church community together by putting more life and rhythm
in its music” (Gonzales 2011).
Although they sing and move with great expression, St. Lucie’s Hispanic choir
members – as well as the accompanying instrumental musicians – direct attention not to
themselves, but to the worship of God. Rosado speaks of their passion in their service to
God and to one another (Rosado 2011). In the weekly liturgy celebrated in Spanish at St.
Lucie Parish (attended frequently by the author from March through August 2011), the
choir combines with the ministry’s instrumental ensemble to create an animated,
resonant sound that moves the spirit in accord with the prayers of the liturgy – at times
to fervent longing, at others to warm comfort, radiant joy, and tender devotion. Singing
their prayer through the music of their culture, Rosado believes, “draws the people –
people come and then their faith is nourished in the Mass.” He has a strong love for the
music of his Latin American heritage, because it harkens to the “humble faith of the old
country.” He describes a special humility in Hispanic parishioners who grew up in Latin
America, where the focus of the faith is on dedicated service to others and on being a
family to all. Everyday Spanish phrases such as “si Dios quire” (“if God wills”) and
“bendito sea Dios” (“praise the Lord”) demonstrate the spiritual foundation of their
culture. Without their culture and liturgy, Rosado fears that Hispanics in the U.S. may
lose this faith which is not a part of American culture. Through the language and music
of the Mass, he strives to cultivate the Latin American Catholic spirit of giving and
devotion (Rosado 2011). An example of such spirit, the Hispanic community of St.
Lucie parish is very bonded to one another in the faith, and welcomes others with open
arms and the colorful, beloved music of their country.
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An Examination of Musical Selections from a Mass Setting in the Spanish Language
The festive rhythms and colors of Latin American music hold great appeal for
people of all cultures. In his 1994 study, Peracchi writes, “To the outside world the
music of Latin America appears as a many-colored world of brilliant sounds and
flashing and exotic rhythms. Behind this display there is an art of composition that has
brought into unity the art and folk music of Latin America” (75). Through its growing
repertoire of formally composed settings, Catholic liturgical music has been a vehicle for
the unification of Latin American art and folk music, as well as for the unification of
Roman Catholic communities in Latin America and in the U.S. As described by Arturo
Pérez in his study Hispanic Catholic Culture in the U.S., “Music, within the Hispanic
community, is an act of self-identification. It creates the feeling of God’s presence.
Those who influence its development as well as those who create it offer a great service
to the Hispanic community” (389-390).
The setting presented here, Perla Moré’s Misa Cubana, incorporates various
ethnic styles of Cuban folk music throughout the liturgical prayers. Cuban Catholics
who, for their faith, have suffered discrimination from the socialist government of Fidel
Castro have a strong loyalty to and love for their religious heritage (Hudson 2002, 132134). The music of Cuba, cherished by the Cuban people, has enjoyed great popularity
within the U.S., particularly during the 1930s and 40s (Lisandro Pérez 1994, 185). This
has contributed to the choice by many parishes of Moré’s Cuban-style setting for their
Hispanic liturgies.
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Señor, Ten Piedad (Figure 24), the Spanish Kyrie, has the quality of a simple
Spanish folk tune. The label criollo, a descriptive word referring to that which is
indigenous to a Latin American country, indicates this Kyrie’s style. Chords written
above the treble staff indicate harmonies for the guitar and other ethnic accompaniment
instruments, such as the cuatro. These chords are written in American popular music
symbols, as well as in the system of solfège used in Spain: do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, do.
The simplicity of this Kyrie’s harmonic structure, remaining within the key of D
major save for a slight colorful departure in measures three and four, contributes to its
likeness to a humble folk melody. The meter of 6/8 is a common choice in Latin
American music, while the steady waltz-like pulse of the bass staff’s repeating rhythmic
figure brings to mind the alternating pluck-strum sound of traditional Spanish guitar
accompaniment.
The lyrical character of the melody imparts a sense of harmony, of a people
united as one family in the forgiveness of their sins by God the Father. Within this
setting’s specific use of the text is found a great emphasis on the Lord’s mercy. The
words “ten piedad” (“have mercy”) are repeated an additional three times each time they
occur throughout the prayer. This repetition of text not repeated in the original prayer is
common in Hispanic settings. The Roman Catholic Church, while not allowing the
addition or substitution of liturgical texts, allows its repetition in musical settings.
Unseen in this excerpt, the same melody and accompaniment are instructed to
repeat for each of its three sentences: “Señor, ten piedad” (Lord, have mercy), “Cristo,
ten piedad” (Christ, have mercy), and again, “Señor, ten piedad.” The strophic practice
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of repeating a single melody for various stanzas of a text is another time-honored feature
of traditional folk songs.

Figure 24. Spanish Kyrie (excerpt), Misa Cubana (Moré 2000).

The label for the Gloria setting in Figure 26 is Punto Cubano, a genre of peasant
or country music originating in the Western and Central provinces of Cuba. This musical
genre developed from the punto, a Cuban party, and became popular around the end of
the 18th century. Punto Cubano, along with all traditional Cuban music, is rooted in its
African heritage (Brozenky, Cabrera, and Collins 1999). Beginning in 1835 and
continuing until their emancipation in 1886, an estimated 400,000 West Africans were
enslaved as laborers in Cuban sugarcane fields (Cuban Music). The country’s
intermingling of races has given birth to a rich, vivid, and multihued Afro-Cuban
musical heritage.
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There are various styles of Punto Cubano, all of which are set in the meter of
6/8, as is the example below. The traditions of African music have influenced these
styles markedly through their great emphasis on rhythm. The distinctive rhythmic
pattern in the bass staff of the Gloria infuses this setting with its dancelike character
through the repeated note values of quarter, eighth, eighth, quarter (this rhythm is
demonstrated in Figure 25). With the final quarter value of each repetition falling on the
off-beat, emphasis is displaced from the normal downbeat to fall unexpectedly on a
weak beat – inspiring movement through the rhythm’s syncopated form. It is fitting that
this celebratory musical style was chosen to set the Church’s great prayer of exultation
and praise.

Figure 25. Syncopated rhythmic pattern of the Gloria in the style of Punto Cubano.

The tambourine will almost always accompany the singing of the Gloria in
Spanish liturgies. The playing of this particular setting will often include the use of
various percussion instruments associated with Cuban music, such as the bongos (small
wooden double-drums played with the fingers), conga, guiro, maraca, and claves (two
pieces of wood which are struck against one another to keep a steady beat) (Brozenky,
Cabrera, and Collins 1999).
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Figure 26. Spanish Gloria (excerpt), Misa Cubana (Moré 2000).
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Characteristic of Latin American settings, words are repeated extensively in this
energetic prayer. The word “gloria” (“glory”) is sung four times before the sentence’s
completion with “a Dios” (“to God”). Also characteristic of Cuban music is the use of a
refrain-style setting, unlike any of the Gloria settings studied previously in this chapter.
The refrain, labeled “estribillo,” contains the prayer’s opening words “Gloria… a Dios.”
As can be seen through an examination of the remaining text, the word “estrofa”
(“verse” or “strophe”) occurs followed by the numbers one and two, dividing the prayer
into sections. Not included in the excerpt, the setting continues with verses three, four,
and five. This refrain-style form harkens to the traditional African song style of call-andresponse, in which a song leader sings verses to which the other singers may respond
with a repeating text and melody (Cuban Music). Refrain-style settings of the Gloria are
very common among Spanish-speaking communities (Limb, DeBruyn, and Straub 2001,
1-95).
Moré’s Santo, the Spanish Sanctus (Figure 27), is labeled Danza Cubana. With a
meter of 2/4, the setting of this prayer differs from the standard 6/8 meter of the Spanish
Kyrie, Gloria, and Agnus Dei. The Danzón, also a traditional Afro-Cuban musical style,
is a dance form marked by complex syncopation (Cuban Music). Syncopated rhythmic
figures occur in every other measure throughout this example, beginning in the first
measure. A metronomic tempo marking of 144 to the quarter indicates a swift pace.
Beginning in the key of C minor and concluding in the relative major of E-flat
(not included in the excerpt), the harmony is intermittently and colorfully altered
throughout the first page presented below (Figure 27). After a normal progression of
tonic, dominant, tonic in the example’s first three measures, the tone of E-flat is changed
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Figure 27. Spanish Sanctus (excerpt), Misa Cubana (Moré 2000).
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to an E-natural (measure four) – creating a major chord, thus bringing the prayer setting
into the parallel major (C major). Yet this departure from C minor exists for no more
than a moment, as the following measure returns to the home key with an F minor
subdominant chord (measure five). In the music which ensues, while the example
otherwise seems to remain within the key of C minor, the C major chord reappears in
measure four of line two, measures one and three of line three, and measure one of line
four. The alternation of the C major and F minor chords can be analyzed as placing the
example within the tonality of F minor for the third line, returning to C minor in the
example’s last line.
This colorful and somewhat ambiguous harmonic configuration is very
expressive in setting the prayer’s text. The words proclaim, “Santo, Santo, Santo es el
Señor, es el Señor, es el Señor” (“Holy, holy, holy is the Lord, is the Lord, is the Lord”).
In these words there is an intermingling of both joy and of a holy fear, of great respect
and honor for the Lord whose glory fills “cielos y tierra” (“heaven and earth”). In the
music which follows this excerpt, acclamations of “Hosanna” ring out in the joyous key
of E-flat major, untouched by any trace of minor. This setting’s intelligent progression
from minor to major expresses both the reverent and exultant worship of the liturgy’s
prayer of the angels.
Returning to the 6/8 meter, the Cordero de Dios (Agnus Dei, Figure 28) is
labeled Punto Cubano, similar to the Gloria – yet this prayer’s setting bears more
resemblance to the Kyrie in its folk-like simplicity. The text is set strophically, with the
same melody and harmonies for each of the text’s three repetitions. This is achieved by
Moré’s combining of the stanzas of the original prayer. While the supplication “grant us
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peace” is not originally articulated until the prayer’s conclusion (see translation in
Figure 4 of Chapter 2), here the prayer’s entire text forms one integrated stanza:
“Cordero de Dios, que quitas el pecado del mundo, ten piedad de nosotros, y danos la
paz” (Lamb of God, you take away the sin of the world, have mercy on us, and grant us
peace”).

Figure 28. Spanish Agnus Dei, Misa Cubana (Moré 2000).
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The harmonic structure is modest, remaining in the home key of G major
throughout with the occasional inclusion of a secondary dominant (A major). The
secondary chord’s first occurrence takes place in the third measure of the first line, on
the word “pecado” (“sin”); it appears once more in the final cadence, in the first measure
of the last line. The example cadences on the dominant, D major, leaving the harmony
unresolved. This gesture conveys an impression of humble questioning, expressing the
hope of the people in the mercy of God.

Discussion of Liturgical Music for Latin American Countries in Languages other
than Spanish: Portuguese and Haitian Creole

While many settings for the liturgy in Spanish have been composed and
implemented in parishes throughout the U.S. and Latin America, formally composed and
published musical settings for the Portuguese and Haitian Creole liturgies are not
available from distributors of Catholic music. Music for these liturgies is almost
exclusively composed by parish musicians, and accompaniment is often played in an
improvisatory style. Brazilian and Haitian liturgies attended by the author will be
described in order to demonstrate each culture’s respective style of liturgical music.
While it is of great importance that the liturgy’s music be of good quality, setting
the actual text of the prayers and authentically reflecting their meaning, it is also true
that “No liturgy is prayed only on paper; no piece of liturgical music exists only on
paper. Liturgy is prayed by the Church; music is prayed by a particular gathering of the
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Church. Liturgy and its music do not exist in a vacuum” (McMahon, Colloton, and
Truitt 2009, 35). Part of the Diocese of Miami, the Brazilian community of St. Vincent
Catholic Church in Margate, Florida (attended by the author on February 27, 2011), is an
example of a people earnestly praying the liturgy through its music.
The mood evoked by the congregation and its music is warm, relaxed, and
reverent. A guitarist and four vocalists lead the music ministry, which has chosen a
lyrical style for the setting of the liturgical prayers. The Portuguese Kyrie, Gloria,
Sanctus, and Agnus Dei are sung with respective jubilation or lingering tenderness, their
lilting melodies accompanied by distinctly ethnic, dance-like rhythms on the guitar. The
congregation greatly enjoys singing, and does not hurry through any point in the liturgy.
Many lift their hands during the singing of the Gloria and during the Eucharistic prayer.
This charismatic style of worship, an attribute of Brazilian communities, creates an
atmosphere of expressiveness, emotion, and intimacy in prayer and song. Lively
clapping and movement with the liturgical music is also common among the Brazilian
people at worship. They feel very at-home in their community through the use of their
culture’s language and music, remaining long after the liturgy’s conclusion. Their
genuine warmth, spontaneity of expression, and love of music is also shared by Roman
Catholics in the Haitian community.
This section’s study of Haitian liturgical music centers on a representative liturgy
celebrated in the Diocese of Palm Beach, Florida. The liturgy was attended by the author
on the feast of Pentecost – a feast commemorating the descent of the Holy Spirit upon
Christ’s apostles and the traditional birth date of Roman Catholic Church – in the Notre
Dame Mission of Fort Pierce, Florida, on June 12, 2011.
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The parishioners of the mission, which is located in a downtown area, consist
primarily of families from low-income backgrounds. The mission building is old and
unadorned in comparison to most Catholic parishes. Notwithstanding, the congregation
of approximately 200 attend in their Sunday best, with even the youngest children
donned in dresses and sparkling white suits. Every man wears a tie in addition to a fine
coat, and the women are beautiful in both appearance and in demeanor. The
community’s blithe and generous welcome, simple humility, and freedom of spirit
demonstrates their enthusiasm for living the Christian life.
Participation in the Mass is vibrant. The congregation sings, laughs, and prays
attentively and devoutly; no one seems to notice the passing of time. The liturgy lasts
approximately three hours, with most of the parishioners remaining at the mission to
visit afterward. The congregation consists of elderly parishioners and numerous families
including children of all ages, many of whom are involved in ministries. During the
liturgy attended by the author, the first scripture passage was read by an adolescent girl,
the second by a middle-aged man. Young boys passed the collection basket, and children
presented the gifts of bread and wine along with their parents.
Although a very social people, Haitian parishioners are exceedingly reverent
during the liturgy. The pews of the Notre Dame Mission consist of a solid wood, lacking
any padding, and there are no kneelers in the church building. Yet at the consecration, an
important point in the Mass during which Catholics traditionally kneel, almost every
parishioner including many elderly knelt on the church building’s hard tile floor. Every
head bowed. Profound love, honor, and devotion – an inward belief which penetrated
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beyond the external – was clearly and powerfully expressed, especially through the
music of the liturgy.
The Haitian people are a very musical people; music is a part of their nature
which harmonizes well with their celebration of the liturgy. Expressing themselves in
prayer entirely through music, they sing every part of the Mass. The music ministry of
the Notre Dame Mission is an excellent example of Haitian Catholic music-making. Noé
Pinchinat, the director of the music ministry, leads the choirs and musicians in
improvisation. Using only the text of the prayer along with a melody and chordal
progression composed by Pinchinat, the choir and ensemble combine to create a rich
cultural panorama of sound. African and Latin American musical styles are present
throughout. Call-and-response singing between men and women, the simultaneous
singing of multiple melodies, and improvised descants are distinctive of the Haitian
choir. The presence of these elements in liturgy, rather than distracting the people from
prayer, draws them into prayer, for the combined sound of various melodies and rhythms
is familiar and natural to the Haitian people.
Beginning with the chanting of the opening prayer by the priest, music imbues
the Haitian liturgy with an atmosphere of unity and harmony. Haitian Creole chanting by
the clergy, highly melodic through its tonal inflection, has a song-like quality. The priest
deviates from the main recitation tone often, fluctuating upward or downward according
to grammatical and expressive points within the prayer with fluidity, ease, and beauty of
tone. Although the chanting is done a cappella, the congregational prayers are sung with
instrumental accompaniment. A description of the liturgical music played and sung on
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Pentecost Sunday 2011 at the Notre Dame Mission, for the four prayers of the liturgy
examined in this study, follows.
The improvisation of piano, guitar, and trumpet in the Notre Dame music
ministry formed an interplay with the vocals resembling the dance music of the people’s
Caribbean homeland. Coupled with the vocals, the tanbou – the traditional Haitian drum
made of hard wood with a goat or cow skin head – was the music ministry’s foremost
musical feature. Highly rhythmic and present within every sung prayer, the tanbou
created a dance-like beat to which many parishioners moved their bodies during joyous
prayers or swayed during those which were more subdued. Extensive percussion,
especially the maracas, was also used (Pinchinat 2011).
With the exception of the Gospel reading, which was read in English after its
initial reading in Creole, the text of the Kyrie was the only other part of the liturgy sung
in a language other than that people’s native Creole. Although the original ancient Greek
text was used, the prayer was sung to a Haitian melody and rhythm. African refrain style
and African vocal style characterized the highly upbeat Gloria: Gloria pou Bondye ki fé
syél ak té. The vocal style, rhythmic and slightly nasal, included large upward melodic
leaps at high points within the text, expressing the limitless joy of a people praising their
maker. The joy expressed within the Catholic Haitian community clearly transcends the
pleasures and trials of everyday life. As stated by Ronald D. Harbor in his study
Constructing an African American Liturgical Aesthetic, “The assembly is deliberately
and consistently exhorted to express praise and gratitude to God in spite of the
contrarieties and hardships they face as individuals and as a community” (2008, 129).
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Pinchinat’s Sanctus – Wi se ou ki Sen Granmét wi ou sen – was also set in refrain
style. While among other cultures the Sanctus is almost never set in this style, it is the
structure of almost every sung prayer in the Creole Mass. The prayer of the Sanctus
leads into the Eucharistic prayer which was chanted by the priest during the liturgy of
the Notre Dame Mission, with congregational responses also chanted. A deep unity of
voice and spirit rose with the sound of their a cappella voices. The Agnus Dei was then
sung with accompaniment. Additional liturgical prayers not covered within this study
were also sung: the Alleluia, Creed, intercessions, memorial acclamation, and sign of
peace, as well as numerous hymns. The singing of the Creed, intercessions, and sign of
peace is rarely done in liturgies of other ethnicities.
The various prayers of the Haitian liturgy, whether progressing through chant,
through silence, or through singing and the playing of instruments, join together to
fabricate a dramatic whole by which one feels lifted beyond the immediate and at the
same time directly connected to those in one’s presence. Harbor describes this fusion of
Haitian culture with the liturgy in his 2008 study:
The liturgical artistry and skills of the Black Church are readily utilized to
fashion the varied components of a liturgical event… it incorporates a broad
range of religious music (spirituals, hymns, anthems, gospel, metered music); it
makes conscious appeals to the emotions and feelings of the assembly; it
engenders a sense of enjoyment and psychosocial satisfaction among the
assembly; it displays interactive familiarity between ministers and the rest of the
assembly. (127-128)
Within the family of the Haitian community is expressed the wider family of the
Catholic Church. Through their music for the liturgy, the Catholic Haitian people
demonstrate a deep devotion to God, to one another, and to people of all races.
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Summary of Latin American Music for the Roman Catholic Liturgy
While there exists a long tradition of improvisation in Latin American music, the
number of authentic Latin American Mass settings is rising as translations solidify, as
musicians grow in liturgical knowledge and awareness, and as greater attention is paid to
the vital role of music in the liturgy. The rich musical traditions of the Roman Catholic
Church continually expand as its members act upon the understanding that “the
development of Hispanic liturgy and liturgies culturally sensitive to all racial and ethnic
peoples must be fostered” (Arturo J. Pérez 1994, 388).
In Latin American Catholic communities, fellowship and fidelity to God is
cultivated through the use of their people’s music – a music which echoes the liturgical
rhythm of their Catholic homeland. As their members develop a strong sense of faith and
community, they are nourished and encouraged in their Christian values of service and
charity, generating unity among diverse groups (Rosado 2011). While varying from
country to country in style and instrumentation, the different forms of Latin American
liturgical music spring from common roots, evidenced through a shared rhythmic
prominence and through the incorporation of ethnic instruments. Like strands of color in
the embroidered Spanish shawl of Latin American folk dress, the varied ethnicities and
musical designs of Latin America permeate the Roman Catholic liturgy with color and
beauty.
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Summary of Cultural and Ethnic Diversity in Music for the Roman Catholic Liturgy
The countries, people, and music discussed in this chapter represent a portion of
the diverse cultural and ethnic influences present in U.S. Catholic liturgies, and in the
liturgies of Catholic communities worldwide. From one culture to another, the structure,
meaning, form, and detail of the Mass remains intact, while at the same time varying in
language and in music according to the liturgy’s “cultural context” – that is, “the setting
in which the ritual and spiritual dimensions come into play” (McMahon, Colloton, and
Truitt 2009, 30). Since the Second Vatican Council, music for the Roman Catholic
liturgy has vibrantly responded to its cultural context, harmonizing the traditions of the
Church with the life expressions of its peoples.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Ethnic Musical Styles: at Home in the Roman Catholic Liturgy

“Nothing so defines a people as its music,” writes Arturo Pérez in a study of
music and culture (1994, 381). When viewed through its diversity of music for the
liturgy, the universal character of the Catholic people is defined and exemplified. When
Catholics from different cultural backgrounds are given a vehicle for expressing their
faith through their cultures’ particular musical styles, enthusiasm for the faith is fostered.
This spurs a desire among Catholics to share their faith with one another and with the
wider community through acts of Christian charity and service, promoting unity and
solidarity among people of the Catholic faith. A people of many ages, races, and cultural
customs, the Roman Catholic world community as a whole finds a voice through its
varied styles of liturgical music.
The musical styles presented in this study provide insight into the colorful
tapestry of ethnic musics existing today within the post-Vatican II liturgy. The music of
traditional and contemporary-style American English, Vietnamese, Philippine, and
different Latin American cultures is but a sample of the myriad musical contributions
that various ethnicities have brought to the Roman Catholic liturgy. Each of these
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ethnicities’ liturgical music powerfully reflects its people’s particular cultural
characteristics in their practice of the Catholic faith. American English-speaking
liturgical music includes both Western traditional chordal style and popular
contemporary styles, reflecting the needs of different generations within the U.S.’s
expansive and inclusive modern culture. Vietnamese Ðoc Kinh chant, with its
monophonic, a cappella, and pentatonic traits, arises naturally from its people’s tonal
language and their intense devotion in prayer. The liturgical music of Philippine
Catholics expresses its people’s affectionate, familial focus through an affinity for
lyrical, reflective melodies and fluid, consonant vocal harmonies. Puerto Rican and
Cuban liturgical musical styles, with their colorful and extensive instrumentation
including a wide assortment of indigenous percussion, and their respective syncopated,
dance-like rhythms, convey the social vibes of close-knit, affable communities highly
expressive of their feelings through worship. Brazilian music for the liturgy, folk-like
with its traditional guitar accompaniment, is reflective of its Catholic people’s warmth
and reverence in prayer, and the music of Haitian liturgies blends echoes from its
people’s Caribbean and African homelands through its strong emphasis on rhythm, its
embrace of free melody, and its devout, communal spirit. The monophonic, modal
Gregorian chant of the Latin Mass, through its highly melodic and fluid settings,
continues to provide an important link to the unbroken continuity of Roman Catholic
prayer through the ages, drawing those who pray deep into the eternal embrace of the
Church.
The Catholic liturgy’s adoption of these many musical styles is an open
manifestation of the diversity of its peoples and an affirmation of their specific
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approaches to worship through music. In opening the door to ethnic musical styles for
the liturgy, the Second Vatican Council spoke a universal language of acceptance and
encouragement to Catholic peoples of the world.

The Multicultural Liturgy

Today, the multi-faceted voice of the Church resonates particularly through the
encompassing practice of multicultural liturgies: liturgies which incorporate languages
and music from different cultures within a single Mass. Common during the celebration
of annual liturgical feasts in large parishes, members of diverse communities “unite… as
one ‘family’” (Arturo J. Pérez 1994, 388). Celebrated throughout the culturally varied
communities of the United States, multicultural liturgies present a unique vehicle for
unity through ethnic diversity. Liturgies of this kind have been attended by the author
throughout the dioceses of Palm Beach and Miami, Florida. Among many others, the
parishes of St. Lucie Catholic Church in Port St. Lucie and St. Joan of Arc Catholic
Church in Boca Raton (attended by the author from 2000-2011) frequently include both
English and Spanish in their celebration of the liturgy. The parish of St. Thomas More
Catholic Church in Boynton Beach celebrates annual trilingual liturgies, including
English, Spanish, and Vietnamese, during Holy Week (attended by the author in 2009
and 2010). This “blending of languages while gathered for prayer” draws communities
together by way of the differing expressions of their common faith (Arturo J. Pérez
1994, 384).
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A unique gesture of tribute to the embrace of multiculturalism within the liturgy
is Jesse Manibusan and Ken Canedo’s Misa del Mundo. This Mass setting, published by
Oregon Catholic Press (OCP) in 1993, sets each liturgical prayer in a number of
different languages along with each culture’s corresponding musical style. With respect
to the four prayers examined throughout this study, the Kyrie is sung in Greek, its
compositional style harkening to that of medieval sacred music through the use of open
fifths. The Gloria, sung in the English language, is composed with a respective gospel
swing and with the colorful harmonies of American jazz and popular music. The
Sanctus, ‘Oku, ‘Oku, Ma’oni’oni (“Holy, Holy God”), is sung in a highly syncopated,
rhythmic style and includes the Tongan, Spanish, Tagalog, and Polish languages. The
Angus Dei, Lạy Chiên Thiên Chúa (“Lamb of God”), is in the Vietnamese language and
is set in style which makes use of the pentatonic scale in both the vocal line and in the
accompaniment (Osborn, Tomaszek, and Modlin, 1999, 94-113). While a setting such as
the Misa del Mundo may not often be utilized on a local scale, it is a strong symbol and
mark of respect toward the Church’s rich abundance of musical styles.
Multilingual liturgies are celebrated also through the inclusion of Latin chant
within the vernacular liturgy. This commonly occurs in daily English liturgies across the
U.S., as well as in many weekend liturgies. Examples of English liturgies incorporating
liturgical prayers sung in Latin in the Diocese of Palm Beach, Florida, include the Palm
Sunday and Holy Thursday Masses celebrated at St. Joan of Arc Catholic Church in
Boca Raton (attended by the author on April 17 and April 21, 2011), and the daily
morning liturgy attended frequently by the author (2002-2011) at St. Lucie Catholic
Church. The author has also been involved in leading music for bilingual English and
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Latin liturgies at St. Thomas More Catholic Church in Boynton Beach for the Feast of
St. Joseph (Saturday, March 19, 2011), and at Ascension Catholic Church in Boca Raton
for the celebration of Pentecost Sunday (May 23, 2010).

Future Directions in Ethnic Music for the Roman Catholic Liturgy

Among the singing of liturgical prayers in the languages of many countries and
cultures, it is important that the prayer being sung remains faithfully intact – ensuring
that it is not only sung, but prayed. This study has discussed the challenges which parish
communities have faced, as well as the many successes, in fostering genuine worship
through the music of their vernacular liturgies. The worldwide introduction of the
English translation of the Roman Missal, Third Edition (beginning within the U.S. on
the First Sunday of Advent, November 27, 2011) will aid in the increased authentication
and unification of translations of the liturgy. This important step will be a capstone for
the past 40 years of development in music for the vernacular liturgy (United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops Now is the Time to Prepare for the Roman Missal,
Third Edition 2011).
In 1970, the first English translation of the Revised Order of Mass was
developed. The second edition of the Latin Roman Missal was developed in 1975; this
was translated into English in 1985, and is the English missal currently used within the
Diocese of Palm Beach, Florida, as well as in most dioceses within the U.S. However,
there are currently eleven different English missals worldwide, from which translations
have been made into the ethnic languages of many peoples. This has resulted in much
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variation among the texts of the liturgical prayers, and is reflected in the various settings
of the Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei examined in this study (Clark 2011).
Foreseen and embraced by the Holy See from the first implementation of Vatican
II teachings, the Church’s past 40 years of growth in vernacular liturgies was intended as
a period of carefully regulated liturgical development and experimentation to determine
the most effective way of fostering full participation in the Sacred Liturgy among
Catholics in diverse communities. Comme le Prevoit: On the Translation of Liturgical
Texts for Celebrations with a Congregation, issued in 1969 by the Consilium for
Implementing the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, spoke of “equivalent terms,”
instructing that liturgical texts translated into various vernacular languages were
required to be equivalent in meaning to the Church’s original Latin prayers (sec. 28).
More recently, the Vatican’s Liturgiam Authenticam: On the Use of Vernacular
Languages in the Publication of the Books of the Roman Liturgy – put forward by the
Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments, in the Jubilee
Year of 2000 and coinciding with the promulgation of the third edition of the Latin
Roman Missal – instructs more specifically that vernacular translations, while being
equivalent in meaning, most also have authentically translated content, structure, and
wording (pt. 2). Ten years of research and scholarship on Latin translation have ensued
since the promulgation of Liturgiam Authenticam. After 40 years of studying the impact
of language on worship, translators have a greater insight into the meaning of the
original liturgical texts, and can better harmonize English words with those in the Latin,
as well as those in diverse ethnic languages. Their extensive research is reflected in the
new missal: a single English translation of the third edition of the Latin Roman Missal,
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which will replace all current English translations. The Church’s period of
experimentation since Vatican II has opened the door to a deeper comprehension and
awareness of the means to active participation in the Sacred Liturgy among Catholics of
the world. This single authentic translation of the missal will be implemented
worldwide, ensuring the availability of the most accurate text for translation into other
languages, thus eliminating the problem of inaccurate translations and supporting
faithful understanding of and participation in the liturgy (Clark 2011).
In response to the new missal, musicians are composing Mass settings which
increasingly focus on the faithful setting of the liturgical prayers’ texts, furthering the
unity of Catholics from many cultures. The settings presented in this study are
undergoing slight revision by their composers in order to adjust to certain changes in
words and phrasing. Traditional Latin chants from the Roman Missal, Third Edition
have been translated and appropriately adapted into the English language, serving to
promote an increase in a cappella liturgical singing among post-Vatican II societies
(United Stated Conference of Catholic Bishops Musical Settings for Parish Use 2011).
Newly published settings are available for purchase from distributors of Catholic
liturgical music throughout the U.S., including World Library Publications, OCP
Publications, and GIA Publications. While demonstrating an increased concern for and
adherence to the true text and spirit of the liturgical prayers, a large number of these
settings incorporate ethnic styles to an even greater degree than have liturgical settings
in past decades.
Norah Duncan IV’s Unity Mass – newly distributed through GIA Publications
along with the other settings discussed here – interweaves many musical genres
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throughout, including Calypso styles in the Gloria, an early American character in the
gospel acclamation, and mellow lyricism in the Agnus Dei. Davis Haas’ Mass for the
Life of the World generates a sense of peace, hope, and unity through its bilingual
English and Spanish setting, incorporating influences from traditional Hawaiian chant.
Also fully bilingual, Ronald F. Krisman’s Misa Una Santa Fe (“One Holy Faith Mass”)
is set in English and Spanish. Mass from Age to Age, by Chris de Silva, incorporates
Greek and Latin texts and styles in addition to English. Liam Lawtons’ The Glendalough
Mass fuses traditional Celtic folk music with a contemporary Irish feel, and includes
parts for flute and oboe. M. Roger Holland II’s The Sound of My People employs gospel
styles born of the African American tradition of Christian worship. Missa ad Gentes, by
Michael Joncas, represents the Church’s heritage of diversity in the U.S., including
musical influences from Portuguese, Hispanic, Russian, and Asian cultures (GIA
Publications, Inc. 2011, 4-9).

Closing Words

The composition, playing, and singing of the prayers of the liturgy are gifts and
responsibilities to be undertaken with great care and with musical and liturgical
understanding. When setting liturgical texts to music, there exists the danger that a
composer’s desire to incorporate ethnic styles may override the genuine projection of the
meaning of the texts. Through the Church’s 40 years of implementation of the
vernacular in the liturgy, many settings of varying qualities have been produced. This
study has demonstrated the important and powerful role which music plays in the
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liturgy. The liturgical settings chosen and examined here have been those which
effectively express the meaning of the texts being set. Through the research presented, it
is the author’s goal that an understanding of the careful implementation of vernacular
languages in music for the liturgy, in harmony with the intentions of the Second Vatican
Council, will have deepened in the reader. It is her hope that this study’s ethnic
exploration will play a part in cultivating a broader and more integrated knowledge of
the experiences and desires which each culture brings to the liturgy, thus offering a
positive contribution toward the future composition and use of musical settings for
liturgies in different vernacular languages and ethnic styles. Having witnessed through
these pages the unfolding of Catholic liturgical music over the past 40 years, composers
and musicians will be better equipped to serve their respective communities, fostering
parishioners’ wholehearted and prayerful participation in the Mass. This active
participation, fostered in Catholic communities through their music, will proceed with
greater insight to unite parishioners of every culture in one living faith.
As articulated by Arturo Pérez in his study of liturgical music, “Music,
composed from the experience of a sensitive and talented composer, sings the soul of the
community. Music, as a cultural art form, creates the religious atmosphere for a people
to pray their need and their joy” (1994, 389). The wealth of musical styles springing
from the various cultural expressions of peoples in prayer since Vatican II is a
resounding affirmation of the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops’
observation that “the Church never ceases to find new ways to sing her love for God
each new day” (2008, sec. 83). As steps are continually taken by the Church to ensure
that ethnic music serves the liturgy with authentic adherence to scripture and Church
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teaching, the present-day cultural diversity of music for the Catholic liturgy will
continue to give rise to a more vibrant and unitive growth of personal and communal
activity only possible with the language, music, and traditions of different cultures.
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